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Section 1:

PLAN SUMMARY

This Open Space and Recreation Plan (OSRP) is both an assessment of Manchester’s open space and
recreational lands and a plan for action in managing and improving these areas and enhancing and
promoting their use. The resulting Seven-Year Action Plan (see Section 9) was based considering
many sources of input including property research, public surveys and meetings, historic data, past
OSRPs and various reports as listed in the References section.
Members of the Open Space and Recreation Plan Committee (OSRPC) arrived at an analysis of needs
(see Section 7) which can be summarized as follows:
Resource Protection Needs:
1. Increase safeguards for the town’s water supply, especially in the Gravelly Pond/Round Pond
watershed and the watershed of the Lincoln Street aquifer
2. Identify and protect important wildlife habitat and natural resource areas.
3. Proactively manage town-owned open space parcels.
4. Improve the town’s open space parcels for walking, hiking, and environmental studies.
5. Increase public awareness of the town’s open space parcels.
Community Needs:
1. Enhance passive recreation and nature study; promotion of awareness through environmental
outreach
2. Promote active recreation, especially in regard to creating additional playing fields
3. Promote and enhance of water-related activities
4. Promote an awareness of the aesthetic environment
5. Further implement an ADA Transition Plan at designated areas.
In addition, the OSRPC considered the management needs of town-owned open space, parks and
recreational facilities. These are the activities that are needed to ensure that currently-owned town
parcels are maintained for conservation and recreational purposes.
The committee, with the help and assistance of various town departments and committees, arrived at
the following seven goals included in the Seven-Year Action Plan. They are as follows:
GOAL 1: Ensure that the objectives and actions identified in the Open Space and Recreation
Plan (OSRP) are implemented and that the plan is updated as needed for resubmission
in 2021.
GOAL 2: Protect Land Significant to Drinking Water Protection, Wildlife Habitat and Natural
Resource Protection.
GOAL 3: Manage existing town-owned or town-managed open space parcels for the purposes
of safe and enjoyable public access and the protection of natural resources and
wildlife habitat.
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GOAL 4: Promote awareness, enjoyment and stewardship of Manchester’s open space parcels
and natural resources through outreach and education.
GOAL 5: Identify the town’s recreational needs and create actions plans to address those needs.
GOAL 6: Promote the use and improvement of the town-owned waterfront resources for the
purposes of water-related activities.
GOAL 7: Continue to advocate for accessibility by ensuring that town officials, boards and
committees are aware of ADA requirements and that ADA considerations are
incorporated into town projects.
The committee has also identified a total of 36 specific actions associated with these goals.
To ensure that the goals and actions identified in the OSRP are undertaken, the OSRPC strongly
recommends that the Town of Manchester create a permanent Open Space and Recreation Committee
(OSCR). The purpose of this committee would be to oversee the implementation of the Seven-Year
Action Plan, update the plan on an annual basis so that it can be easily revised for the following sevenyear period and provide continuity in regard to the wealth of institutional knowledge that is acquired as
participating on the committee. Ideally, the committee would be comprised of representatives from
various town boards as well as citizen volunteers.
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Section 2:
A.

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Purpose

Although Manchester has had a number of OSRPs in the past, there’s been a lapse for several years. A
draft plan (herein referred to as the 2005 Draft Plan) was submitted and accepted by the state in 2005;
however, a final was never completed.
It is important however, to recognize the actions that have been accomplished over the time that the
Manchester OSRP was active, starting in 1988. As noted in the 2005 Draft Plan:
Over the 15 years that the Open Space Plan has been in existence, many of the recommendations
that were articulated in the first version in 1988 and then in the revised version in 1997 have been
accomplished. These include actions that have increased safeguards for water supply, minimized
flood and storm damage potential, protected water quality in streams and coastal waters, protected
important wildlife habitat and enhanced recreation opportunities and an awareness of the aesthetic
environment. Listed below are a summary of these key accomplishments.
Safeguards for water supply
 The granting of permanent conservation protection to town-owned parcels in the Round Pond
watershed encompassing a half-mile radius around the Pond in 1988.
 The adoption of a Watershed District Zoning Bylaw in 1989 and 1990 by the Town of
Manchester-by-the-Sea for the Round Pond and Gravelly Pond watersheds.
 The identification of the recharge area for the Lincoln Street Well through a study conducted by
Horsley Witten Hegemann, Inc. in 1990.
 The adoption of an aquifer protection overlay district within the zoning bylaw in 1990 to
regulate potential damaging activities in the Town's Lincoln Street Well area.
 The adoption of “Residential Conservation Cluster” within the zoning bylaw in 2005 (Section
6.13) to protect water bodies, wetlands and Manchester’s existing and potential water supply.
 The acquisition of a 113 acre parcel of land in Hamilton that includes the Round and Gravelly
Pond Watersheds in 1997 to be protected as permanent open space. (This was a joint effort
between Manchester and Hamilton.)
 The granting of a permanent conservation restriction in 1997 on the adjacent water supply land
in Hamilton owned by Manchester.
 The adoption of a revised Ground and Surface Water Resource Overlay Protection District
under bylaw S 4.9 at the Town Meeting in 2002.
 The dissemination of informational brochures and environmental tips in the local paper to
encourage water conservation efforts and other measures to protect the Town’s water supply and
the receipt of grant money to conduct particular projects, such as the Sawmill Brook Habitat
Restoration and the Dexter Pond Recreation Area Enhancement through the impetus and efforts
of the Manchester Coastal Stream Team.
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Minimization of flood and storm damage potential and protection of water quality in streams and
coastal waters
 Construction of the storm water detention system in conjunction with the development of the
Brookwood Path Subdivision in 1994-1995, which reduced the frequency and severity of
flooding at the intersection of Walker and Highwood Roads.
 The granting of a permanent conservation restriction on 13 acres near the headwaters of Millet’s
Brook in 1997.
 The establishment of Stream Clearing Guidelines by the Conservation Commission in 1999 to
encourage the cleaning of brooks and streams through best management practices.
 Reparation of the stone wall along Sawmill Brook and removal of debris to enhance flow and
improve smelt spawning habitat in 2002.
 The distribution of brochures by the Manchester Coastal Stream Team on “Streamside Buffers”
to educate the public on best management practices in riparian areas in 2002.
 Transfer of the Town-owned southerly half of Jack’s Hill, which is landlocked and adjacent to
state land, to the care and management of the Conservation Commission at the 2002 Town
Meeting. Access to this area has been obtained through an access easement off a recently
approved subdivision off Old Essex Road.
 The incorporation of the State Stormwater Management Guidelines into the General Wetlands
Bylaw Regulations in 2002. All applications that come before the Commission are subject to
these Stormwater Regulations.
 The addition of the Stormwater Management Special Permit section within the zoning bylaw in
2007 (Section 6.15) which seeks to address flooding and contamination of resource areas from
runoff.
 An environmental study of flooding tendency at Millets Brook leading to the clearing of the
brook in 2003 to promote the stream flow and enhance the brook’s ability to carry runoff
efficiently during and after storms.
Protection of important wildlife habitat
 The granting of a two acre conservation restriction on Chubb Creek to the town in 1993.
 The conservation protection of approximately 130 acres of rocky woodlands and wetlands on
Long Hill in 1998 by the Manchester Essex Conservation Trust, ending a ten year legal battle.
This landmark conservation dedication assists in furthering the Dexter Pond-Cranberry Pond
greenway.
 The drafting of a Shoreline Survey of Sawmill, Cat and Causeway Brooks and an Action Plan in
1998 and the completion of a Survey of the Plant Communities and the Streambed of Sawmill
Brook in 1999 by the Manchester Coastal Stream Team to maintain and improve the health of
the resources. As a result, projects such as the planting of native riparian vegetation adjacent to
an important smelt spawning habitat were accomplished.
 The inclusion of vernal pool into the jurisdiction of the Conservation Commission under an
amendment to the General Wetlands Bylaw by Town Meeting vote in 1999. The Commission
also expanded the protection of vernal pools in 2002 by modifying the definition within the
Wetland Regulations to include a distance of 100 feet from the mean annual boundary of the
pool.
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The establishment of a biodiversity inventory listing all species vegetation and wildlife on townowned conservation land – through the Biodiversity Days Initiative in 2000.
The designation of 10 acres of town land next to the Standpipe as the Moses Hill Conservation
Area under the management and care of the Conservation Commission for conservation,
watershed protection, and passive recreation. The land contains several certified vernal pools.
The conservation protection of numerous parcels running southward from Wyman Hill to Owl's
Nest through private initiatives or Town Meeting vote, including 3 parcels granted to the town
as part of the Brookwood Path Subdivision.
The granting of a second conservation restriction to the Manchester Essex Conservation Trust
on tidal lands adjacent to Masconomo Park in 2002. The conservation restriction on Kettle Cove
Marsh, which ran only until 1997, has also been made permanent.
The acquisition of a 23.5 acre woodland parcel within the Kettle Cove Watershed by the
Manchester Essex Conservation Trust in 2002.
The donation of the House Island by private landowners to the Massachusetts Audubon Society,
and additional protection through a conservation restriction.

Enhancement of passive recreation opportunities
 The construction and installation of a large bulletin board at the entrance of the Wilderness
Conservation Area off Upper School Street that includes a map of the trail system and
regulations for use of the area. Town funds were used for the construction of the board with
assistance provided by the Conservation Commission, the Manchester Department of Public
Works, and the Manchester Essex Conservation Trust.
 The installation of benches and an interpretive sign, and the completion of a biological survey at
the Dexter Pond Conservation Area in 2000. The survey investigates the best method for
preserving the integrity of the pond on a long term basis.
 The creation of a circular trail in 2001 upon land held under a conservation restriction linking
Dexter Pond to an old carriage road (an extension of Magnolia Avenue), thereby allowing
people to make a complete loop around Long Hill. The trail has been marked with permanent
aluminum trail signs. (The steepest section of this trail has been discontinued as it is too
dangerous.)
 The formation of a Powder House Hill Study Committee to study the feasibility of enhancement
opportunities, including improved access, descriptive signs, and powder house repairs. (The
repairs to the powder house have since been made.)
 Investigations by the Conservation Commission into the feasibility of creating linkages to and
from the Wyman Hill, Great Hill, and Owl’s Nest preserve and creating a loop that will not
infringe on private property.
Promotion of active recreation
 Development of a budget and sources of income to pay for land and work needed.
 Development of a maintenance plan for existing facilities.
 Coordination with the School Committee in sharing facilities and responsibilities in order to
maximize and not duplicate efforts and expenditures.
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Exploration into and implementation of ways to make Manchester more “bicycle-friendly”
through the establishment of a bicycle/pedestrian committee and through a Bike to the Beach
Grant that was received in 1999.
In 2002, the establishment of a Parks and Recreation Department headed by a full time
Recreation Director to manage and coordinate all recreational programs and facilities.

Awareness of the aesthetic environment
 The securing of Town Meeting approval in 1988 by the Conservation Commission for
conservation status for Town-owned woodland parcels along Route 128. This measure served
to enhance efforts of the Essex County Greenbelt and the Manchester Essex Conservation Trust
to secure Open Space protection of the greenway corridor along Route 128.
 The enactment of a pooper-scooper law and rules for dogs on the beaches.
 The establishment of Surf Park on the former Surf Restaurant site overlooking Grey Beach,
which straddles the Manchester/Gloucester line in 2002. The Park will add aesthetic value to
what was once a rundown parking lot and will decrease the impervious surface to alleviate a
serious flooding and pollution problem.
 An environmental inventory of Winthrop Field was produced in 1995.

B.

Planning Process and Public Participation

In 2012, an ad hoc Open Space and Recreation Plan Committee was formed that was comprised of
various town board and committee members and four citizen volunteers:
Name

Affiliation

Tom Arntsen

Man-Essex Playing Fields Committee

Helen Bethell
Greg Blagden
Mike Chapman

Man Essex Conservation Trust
Man-Essex Playing Fields Committee
Winthrop Field Committee

Muffin Driscoll
Morgan Evans

Board of Selectmen
Citizen Volunteer

Leslie Hammond

Citizen Volunteer

Beth Heisey
Steve Jaworski

ADA Committee
Conservation Commission

Carolyn Kelly

Manchester Coastal Stream Team

Kurt Melden
Gar Morse
Ben Rossi
Chris Thomas
Tom Walker

Planning Board
Winthrop Field Committee
Citizen Volunteer
Parks & Recreation Committee
Citizen Volunteer
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The town’s Conservation Administrator, Mary Reilly, acted as the plan coordinator for the committee.
The first OSRPC meeting was held in January 2012 to introduce give members an overview of what
steps needed to be taken to create the plan, starting with analyzing the 2005 Draft Plan. At the meeting,
committee members signed up for one or more of several workgroups: ADA Assessment,
Conservation Properties, Recreational Properties, Planning and Regulatory, General Editors and Public
Involvement.
A website was set up with links to resources including the Open Space and Recreation Planner’s
Workbook, the draft plan, project plans and other resources.
Some of the committee members signed up to update and edit sections 3 through 5 of the 2005 Draft
Plan which contains the bulk of the plan’s background information. Some members also volunteered to
perform the ADA inventory assessments; others performed condition assessments of the town’s open
space and recreational properties.
In spring of 2013, a new public survey was made available to residents both online (using Survey
Monkey) and in hard copy. The availability of the survey was publicized in the local newspaper
(Manchester Cricket) and the Manchester Essex Conservation Trust (MECT) newsletter along with emailings to the town’s Parks and Recreation e-mail list, the town website, Manchester Coastal Stream
Team members and others. Hard copies of the survey were distributed at Town Meeting and were
made available at Town Hall. The survey was closed at the end of May 2013.
A public meeting was held in June of 2013 to solicit community input—primarily for the purposes of
gathering thoughts and opinions that would eventually provide input to the plan’s goals and objectives.
Sections 6, 7 and 8 (Community Vision, Analysis of Needs and Goals and Objectives) from the 2005
Draft Plan were used as starting points to solicit responses from meeting participants. (A PowerPoint
presentation that was created for the meeting is included in Appendix B.)
The public meeting was followed by two more committee meetings; one to consolidate and organize
the input that was gathered from the public meeting and another one in January 2014 to finalize the
goals and objectives of the plan. One other meeting was held with members of the ADA Advisory
Committee to refine the goals and objectives for accessibility improvements.
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Section 3:
A.

COMMUNITY SETTING

Regional Context

Manchester-by-the-Sea is a coastal community consisting of 7.73 square miles, or approximately 5000
acres and located approximately 32 miles north of Boston on what is considered Boston's North Shore,
in Essex County. Manchester is considered part of Cape Ann that includes the communities of Essex,
Gloucester, Rockport and Manchester-by-the-Sea (See Map 1). Two state highways, Route 127 and
Route 128, traverse the town from Beverly to the west and Gloucester to the east, as does the Rockport
branch of the MBTA commuter rail line. Two local roads link the town with neighboring Essex to the
north and Hamilton to the northwest. Manchester also shares many natural resources with its regional
neighbors.
Manchester is a member of the Northshore Task Force (NSTF) of the Metropolitan Area Planning
Council (MAPC) along with 15 other northshore communities. Representatives from the NSTF meet
on a regular basis to discuss those issues affecting the region. Manchester also has close relationships
with neighboring communities, especially because of shared interests concerning drinking water.
Because Manchester has few ponds and only one source of high-quality groundwater, the town turned
in 1907 to the General Court of the Commonwealth for permission to acquire a new water supply
source in the neighboring town of Hamilton. Both Gravelly Pond and Round Pond were taken, together
with "all the waters which flow into and from the same, in the towns of Manchester and Hamilton,
including all the waters in all the streams, brooks, rivers or water courses, or any kind, whether natural
or artificial, and all spring and subterranean sources…and the watersheds…within about seven
thousand feet of the shores of either of said ponds." Additional land in the watershed was taken in
1949. In all, Manchester owns 250 acres in Hamilton including Gravelly and Round Ponds.
Manchester shares large expanses of woodlands and wildlife habitats with neighboring communities.
The Chubb Creek and Bennett's Brook watersheds and the Round Pond-Gravelly Pond watershed
include extensive wooded areas of Beverly and Wenham as well as western Manchester. The Sawmill
Brook watershed includes the major part of the woodlands north of Route 128, including a good part of
the Essex woods. The Kettle Cove watershed combines a mix of forested areas adjoining Gloucester
reservoirs and Manchester woodlands with two large industrial parks – the Gloucester Industrial Park
which drains to Wolf Trap Brook and the Kettle Cove Industrial Park which drains through Coolidge
Point. Both streams ultimately empty into Kettle Cove at Black Beach.
In 2008, MAPC published a 30-year regional plan for Greater Boston entitled MetroFuture which
contains 65 goals—a number of which are supported by Manchester’s Open Space and Recreation Plan
(OSRP), especially within the “Energy, Air, Water and Wildlife” category. For example, the OSRP’s
Goal 2 specifically addresses protecting land which is significant to drinking water, wildlife habitat
and natural resource protection. The actions identified under this goal directly support MetroFuture’s
goals 61 through 64.
In addition, Manchester has made progress toward many MetroFuture goals through actions and policy
by the Board of Selectmen, the Department of Public Works (DPW), the Conservation Commission
Manchester-by-the-Sea Open Space and Recreation Plan – FINAL
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and the Planning Board. For example, in 2012, the DPW initiated an aggressive program to identify
and correct leaks in the aging municipal infrastructure in order to reduce drinking water loss and
stormwater discharges. The Planning Board continues its stringent review of applications in the Water
Resource Area.

B.

History of the Community

The area that is now Manchester was originally part of the town of Salem. It was then called Jeffrey’s
Creek after an early adventurer, William Jeffrey. The first grants of land at Jeffrey’s Creek were made
by the town of Salem in 1636-1637. Eight years later, in 1645, the town was separated from Salem and
the name was changed to Manchester after the town in England.
In Manchester, as in many other New England coastal towns, the chief occupation was fishing. Cod,
pollock and hake brought into Manchester were exported to the colonies in the South, the West Indies,
and Europe in exchange for such commodities as coffee, molasses, bacon and rum. The fishing
industry reached its height around the turn of the 18th century and began to decline after the War of
1812. Before the Revolution, a new era in the history of the town had begun when Moses Dodge
opened a cabinet-making shop in Manchester. His craft was quickly taken up by others and the town
gained a reputation for making fine furniture. Toward the middle of the 19th century, the prosperous
furniture trade declined in importance as the business moved to other places where lumber, cheap labor
and water power were more plentiful. By this time, the "era of the summer resident" began to change
the face of the town.
In 1845, Richard H. Dana, Sr., a Boston resident and poet, purchased more than 30 acres of land and
built a substantial house, thus becoming Manchester's first summer resident. In a sense, he
reestablished a tradition already set by the Indians who used to spend only the warm months along this
shore. Referred to later as "Manchester-by-the-Sea," the town became a fashionable and popular
summer haven. Today, many former summer residences have been winterized and are used year-round.
The busy, well-protected harbor, sheltered by a narrow channel and wooded hills, provides an
attractive setting for the many 18th and 19th century houses which are still to be found in the town.
Despite this rich heritage, the town of Manchester has no buildings listed with the Federal Register of
Historic Places. In 1975, however, the town established an historic district encompassing most of the
village center. The Bylaw was adopted pursuant to Chapter 40C of the General Laws of the
Commonwealth, as amended. The Manchester Historic District Commission consists of seven
members appointed by the Selectman, with at least four appointed from a list of at least six nominees
submitted by the property owners of the district.
Since the earliest days of settlement, Manchester’s harborside location and surrounding topography
have been consistent forces in shaping land-use patterns. Development clustered around the inlet while
the higher hinterlands remained uninhabited. Another pattern was the early settlement along School
Street, which stretched toward the northeast. A primary connection was, in fact, established in 1817
with Essex — an important shipbuilding town on the north side of Cape Ann. The other inland route
leading to and from Manchester is Pine Street, which was developed later. Originally named Pipeline
Road, this corridor brings drinking water from Gravelly Pond. The different styles of architecture
along these two streets reflect their different periods of development. Pleasant Street connects Pine and
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School streets by following a natural break in the rocky topography. These three streets, along with the
older coastal routes and the newer Route 128, help us understand modern land-use patterns.

C.

Population Characteristics

Population Attributes and Trends - Manchester’s population is stable, aging and affluent. According to
the US Census Bureau Manchester’s population declined 1.76% between 2000 and 2010 to 5,136
residents and has been essentially stable since 1970 when it reported 5,151 residents. Median age
increased to 47.6 years in 2010 from 43.7 years in 2000. Trends in most age cohorts suggest continued
aging of the town citizenry. 1 Manchester’s population density is 664 residents per square mile using
the town’s calculation for its total land area of 7.73 square miles. 2 The population concentrates most
densely around the harbor and streets near the town center.
According to the last town census (as of 12/10/13) the total population is 5775.
Income Characteristics — Manchester ranks seventh in per capita income out of 351 Massachusetts
municipalities according to 2008 Department of Revenue data. 3 99.4% of family and 98.2% of
population incomes exceed the poverty line. Many residents commute to other towns and cities for
work. For 2011 254 businesses were registered in Manchester, principally service and retail-oriented
establishments. Manchester-Essex Regional High School and the town itself are the two largest
Manchester-located employers.
Housing characteristics – Total housing units increased 2.9% from 2327 in 2000 to 2394 in 2010
despite total households declining from 2168 to 2147 households. 4 Owner-occupied housing increased
from 70.8% to 72.7 % (29.2% and 27.4% renter occupied respectively). 5 The 2010 census reported the
homeowner vacancy rate percent at 1.9%; the rental vacancy was 6.5%. 99 additional parcels are zoned
for commercial use and are currently used mostly for retail and service related businesses.
Manchester real estate values are among the highest in the state and Manchester real estate generally
sustained its value even as neighboring towns suffered notable declines since 2008. 6 Between 2001
and 2011 the assessed value of Manchester’s residential property increased 59%. 7 A highly ranked
school system (test scores in the top decile from 2006-2010), low crime, an excellent yachting harbor,
scenic shoreline, services catering to the affluent and well maintained estate properties are some of the
attributes that seem to support Manchester’s property valuations. Undoubtedly, Manchester’s
substantial open spaces and relatively low population density are also assets.

1

US Census 2010
Manchester-by-the-Sea homepage: http://www.manchester.ma.us/Pages/index
3
Mass Dept of Revenue (2008 income)
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid.
6
Mass Dept of Revenue
7
Manchester-By-The-Sea Assessment/Classification Reports FY2001 and FY2012
2
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D.

Growth and Development Patterns

D.1. Patterns and Trends
Demographic trends for Manchester’s population suggest minimal near term external pressures on
Manchester’s remaining open spaces. Nevertheless, Manchester has a long history of concern for its
natural assets including preserving shoreline, water resources and open land spaces.
The town and individual citizens have worked to protect Manchester’s natural assets since at least
1879 when private citizens purchased strips of land along upper School Street to protect trees. The
town purchased land at Tuck’s Point. In 1903, Manchester acquired land for Masconomo Park and in
1912 acquired land on Powder House Hill to prevent lumbering. 8 Over the past 50 years in particular,
the town, interested individuals and conservation groups, most notably the Manchester Essex
Conservation Trust (MECT) and The Trustees of Reservations have worked to actively restrict
development on sensitive land parcels. Currently, approximately 1321 acres of town land have been
designated with land title or conservation restrictions. 9
Manchester also has actively used zoning restrictions to mitigate density. Presently, there are over
2,400 primary structures in the town, most of which are residential. 10 Commercial uses are restricted
primarily to the town center and to a Limited Commercial District located north of Route 128. The
town's Zoning Bylaw divides the town into seven different districts, with minimum lot sizes ranging
from 6000 square feet to five acres. Single Residential District E was added in 2000 and includes the
land south of Route 127 (approximately 50% of former District C). The change came about as a result
of a number of planning studies including the GIS Build-out Analysis, the 1997 Open Space Plan and
the Master Plan 2000. In this 1,000-acre area, the majority of dwellings rely on individual septic
systems for wastewater disposal. The Build-out Analysis showed that approximately 500 acres
remained undeveloped. By increasing minimum lot size to 2 acres, the number of potential residences
was halved.
Minimum zoning requirements for each district are summarized below and shown in Map 2:
Zoning District
Single Residential A
Single Residential B
Single Residential C
Residence D
Single Residential E
Limited Commercial
General
Water Resource Overlay District

Minimum Lot Size
22,500 square feet
15,000 square feet
45,000 square feet
6,000 square feet
90,000 square feet
5 acres
6,000 square feet
n/a

Minimum Frontage
150 feet
75 feet
150 feet
60 feet
150 feet
60 feet
n/a

8

MHC Reconnaissance Survey Town Report, Manchester-By-The-Sea, 1985
OSRP Master Inventory List, last update 2/6/14
10
Manchester-By-The-Sea Assessment/Classification Report FY2012
9
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Additionally several area attributes naturally preserve open spaces in Manchester and surrounding
areas:
 The Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act and a more restrictive local by-law and regulations

limit development in significant portions of Manchester.
 Generally rugged topography with near surface or exposed bedrock makes site preparation more

expensive and difficult. Surface conditions, characterized by abundant glacial till and erratics, poor
soil conditions and steep terrain substantially limited agricultural use. Much of Manchester was
never farmed and land was only cleared for wood fuel supply.
 A private club maintains a golf course, tennis courts and other open space on 189 acres near the

geographic town center. Importantly, it encompasses areas of the watershed for the Lincoln St.
wellhead. While the club land is not under any current conservation restriction, its club grounds are
maintained under a special permit. The club has a long history and expects to be viable in its current
use for the foreseeable future.
The legacy of estate building in Manchester left many large lots substantially exceeding minimum
zoning requirements under private ownership. The long-term disposition of these estates creates some
absolute uncertainty and risk of future development. However, in general, many owners, existing and
new, perpetuate the existing lot sizes. Many of the larger tracts were the sources for the Manchester’s
1445 acres designated with development restrictions.

D.2. Existing Infrastructure
Transportation system
Manchester's 7.7 square miles consist of approximately 0.2 square miles of roadway. Manchester's
road network includes two state highways, routes 128 and 127. Route 128 is a major state throughway
that encircles the Metropolitan Boston area approximately 20 miles from downtown Boston. It is the
primary vehicle commuting route for Cape Ann and Manchester residents. It runs through the northern
section of Manchester near the Essex boundary.
Route 127 is the coastal route that connects the northern North Shore communities and transects the
downtown Manchester village area. It starts in Gloucester and ends in Salem providing an important
link for commuters who work in the area. It is also a highly traveled road during the summer tourist
season.
Manchester is also served by the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA) with a commuter rail
train stop on the Gloucester/Rockport line. Just over 6 percent of Manchester residents utilize public
transit for work travel primarily to points south of Manchester such as Salem and Boston. This line
allows connections to all Boston public transport sources. Travel time from Manchester to North
Station in Boston is 47-54 minutes. The Manchester commuter rail station includes 71 MBTA parking
spaces. Manchester is not accessed by the MBTA's bus system, although this system can be accessed in
Salem which can be reached by commuter rail.
Manchester is also a short distance from the Beverly Municipal Airport. This is a Reliever Facility,
which has three asphalt runways of 3,500, 4,634 and 5,001 feet in length. Non-precision instrument
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approaches are available. The town is also a convenient distance to Logan International Airport in
Boston and Manchester Airport in Manchester, New Hampshire.
Water Supply System
Manchester’s water supply system provides potable water to an estimated 95 percent of all the
residents within the town. Manchester’s annual water use during 2011 as measured at the water supply
sources was 260.00 million gallons per year, with a peak daily demand of 1.375 millions gallons and
an average daily demand of 0.60 million gallons. Approximately 80 percent of the water consumed is
by residential services, with 16 percent to commercial services and the remaining by municipal uses.
Using a population served of approximately 5,136, the estimated per capita consumption during this
time was 75 gallons per person per day.
During the period from 2001-2011, the volume of water pumped into the system remained fairly stable
between 260 and 270 million gallons annually. Unaccounted water during the past year was estimated
to be 7 million gallons, or 3 percent of the total amount pumped into the system. Unaccounted water in
Manchester include broken meter accounts, such as schools and other municipal facilities; water used
for flushing and street sweeping; fire fighting use; and losses due to hydrant leaks. To reduce the
amount of unaccounted for water, all town facilities have been metered and older meters are being
tested and replaced.
Manchester uses two primary sources as water supplies. The first source is Gravelly Pond. Gravelly
Pond is a surface water reservoir located in Hamilton, just north of the town boundary. The reservoir
was originally believed to have been a kettle hole that eventually filled with water. A dam has since
been built to increase the volume of water stored. The reservoir has an estimated capacity of
approximately 377 million gallons and a surface area of approximately 49 acres. The overflow
elevation of the dam is 49.5 feet NGVD, and the maximum depth is approximately 57 feet.
The reservoir is believed to be fed by rainfall, runoff, streams and groundwater springs. The exact
quantity of water flowing into the reservoir has never been quantified. Withdrawals from the reservoir
have ranged from 160-197 million gallons for the period from 2001-2011, with a slight decreasing
trend. All of the water withdrawn from the reservoir has been pumped into the Manchester drinking
water system.
The watershed of Gravelly Pond is estimated to cover an area of 145 acres located in the towns of
Hamilton and Manchester. The watershed includes conservation land, undeveloped land and single
family homes. While these uses are not considered to be significant threats to the supply, illegal
disposal or discharges on these lands could become significant threats to the supply. In addition,
Chebacco Road passes within approximately 500 feet of the shoreline the reservoir, and vehicle
accidents on the road pose a potential threat to the water supply.
A treatment facility, consisting of a new raw water pumping station and treatment building, was put
into operation in 1997 for the Gravelly Pond reservoir. The raw water pumping station is used to pump
water from the reservoir. The pumping station has two intake pipes, one at a depth of 12 feet below the
overflow elevation and another at a depth of 30 feet below the overflow elevation. The raw water
pumping station pumps water from the pond to a treatment plant. At the treatment plant, the water
flows through upflow clarifiers and filter units, which remove particulates. It then passes through a
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chemical feed facility and is discharged into a 500,000 gallon clearwell. The water remains in the
clearwell until adequate disinfection is achieved. From the clearwell, the water is then pumped into the
water distribution system. The average capacity of the treatment plant is 3.0 million gallons per day,
and the instantaneous capacity of the plant is 3.7 million gallons per day.
The Lincoln Street Well is the second primary water supply source used by the town. The Lincoln
Street Well is a gravel-packed well located in Manchester. The well was constructed in 1958 and
replaced an earlier well located approximately 100 feet away. The well screen is installed at a depth of
68 feet in a gravel formation, which is reportedly confined by a 20-foot-thick clay formation. The safe
yield of this well is estimated to be 0.385 million gallons per day, and the pumping capacity is 0.72
million gallons per day.
The source area for the Lincoln Street Well consists of recreational, residential and commercial
properties. Most significantly, portions of a golf course are located within the Zone I of the well, and a
confirmed hazardous waste site is located within the Zone II of the well. At present, water from the
well passes through the chemical feed facility which provides disinfection as well as corrosion control
before it is pumped directly into the distribution system.
In addition to the primary sources, Manchester has a secondary source which supplements the flow
into Gravelly Pond. The supplementary source is Round Pond Well #1. Round Pond Well #1 is an
eight-inch gravel-packed well located adjacent to Round Pond in Hamilton. This well was installed in
1966 as an emergency supply. The permitted and instantaneous capacity of this source is 0.43 million
gallons per day. The well pumps into Gravelly Pond.
Water quality at both primary sources has been monitored periodically as required by Massachusetts
Drinking Water Regulations. The monitoring has not found any constituents at levels that exceed
maximum levels defined in the regulations.
In the past, high levels of lead and copper were documented at some taps in town. The higher
corrosivity of the water causing lead and copper to dissolve into the drinking water was thought to be
the primary reason. With the new water treatment plant and chemical addition facility, lead and copper
levels have been significantly reduced allowing the town to be in compliance with the Safe Drinking
Water Act. The new treatment plant at Gravelly Pond also reduces available nutrients and source
organisms and improves disinfection. With the completion of the Lincoln Street Well chemical feed
facility, disinfection is added to all water pumped into the distribution system.
Sewer System
Manchester's sewer system provides sewage removal and treatment service to the central portion of the
town at the town’s wastewater treatment plant, which serves approximately two-thirds of the town’s
population. The remaining population in the outlying areas of the town relies on individual on-site
septic systems.
Manchester's wastewater treatment plant is a secondary, extended air treatment facility located near
Manchester Harbor in the town center. The wastewater treatment plant out fall is located in
Massachusetts Bay, approximately 8700 feet off Manchester Harbor. The out fall pipe was replaced in
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1992. Construction of a new, expanded and upgraded wastewater treatment plant began in February of
1997, as a result of a DEP consent order, and was completed in 1999.
The town passed a debt exclusion in 2007 for sewer inflow and infiltration control. In 2007 and 2008,
the DPW conducted a Beach and Harbor loop repair.
The state currently has a Consent Order with the town restricting additions to the sewer system. This
condition is based on the amount of daily discharge to the outfall pipe. The town is currently seeking
relief from some of the restrictions of the Consent Order to allow additional hookups.

D.3. Long-Term Development Patterns
The Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea has a local Planning Board and Conservation Commission, a
Zoning Board of Appeals, Zoning Enforcement Officer and Building Department which operate under
local Zoning By-Laws, Subdivision Rules and Regulations, and Wetlands By-Law and Regulations, as
well as State Zoning Act and State Wetlands Protection Act and Regulations, and State Building Code.
In 1987, a build-out or development lot analysis was completed for the town. It was updated in 1990 as
part of the town's Water Resources Protection Planning process and then again in 1999 by the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), Executive Office of Environmental Affairs and
MassGIS. The most recent results of this town-wide analysis indicate that when accounting for
absolute development constraints, there remain 71,239,113 sq. ft. of developable land area, which
includes 1,448 total residential lots. Commercial and Industrial buildable floor area is estimated to be
1,962,538 sq. ft. Approximately 26 percent of Manchester (1321 acres) is currently protected as open
space either by fee interest or through conservation restrictions.
In 2003, Horsley & Witten prepared similar maps depicting developable land area. Absolute
Constraints, Partial Constraints and Partial & Absolute Constraints shows wetlands, flood hazard areas,
protected open space, regulated buffer zones, priority habitats, zones of contribution for the town’s
water resources, and already built-out areas to illustrate where developable land still exists.
In 2012, the town accepted the new FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps and the Zoning Bylaw was
amended accordingly at town Meeting in 2013.
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Section 4:

A.

ENVIRONMENTAL INVENTORY AND
ANALYSIS

Geology, Soils and Topography

The entire North Shore is underlain by intrusive igneous rocks of the Cape Ann plutonic series. These
granites and other rock types were formed approximately 400 million years ago. The rocky hills and
outcroppings common to the town originated as expanding pressure in the earth raised and cracked the
granite bedrock generally in a northeasterly direction. A series of northeast-southwest trending faults
and joints dissect this bedrock. Wind, water, and frost eroded the fractures to create swamp- and pondfilled valleys. These valleys were subsequently widened by the scraping of the glaciers with the
resistant bedrock forming the hills and ridges of the area.
Approximately 15,000 years ago, the ice sheets of the Wisconsin Glacier occupied this area. As the ice
sheets advanced, they deposited a thin veneer of till over the surface of the bedrock. Later, as the ice
sheets melted and retreated, the melt water streams deposited sands, silts and gravel as out wash
deposits. These out wash deposits are concentrated primarily within the town's bedrock valleys.
Glacial debris clogged much of the original drainage in the area with the exception of a small opening
that is now Sawmill Brook. This opening allowed salt water to enter the valleys as sea levels rose and
deposit a layer of fine-grained marine clays and silts over the sand and gravel in the flooded areas.
These distinctive "blue" clays are widespread in the town at elevations below 50 feet mean sea level.
Over time, many of the low-lying areas became filled with peat and muck and developed into the
wooded swamps seen today.
Shallow-to-bedrock soils account for most of the soils in Manchester. It is no surprise that rocky soils
account for an even larger percentage of the undeveloped land in town. Next most common are
wetlands and marine silts and clays found along brooks and other wetlands. See the “Custom Soil
Resource Report for Essex County, Massachusetts, Manchester Soils and Geology” and Map in
Appendix H.
Virtually all the undeveloped land in Manchester is characterized as having "severe" or "moderate to
severe" limitations for use as building or road sites. And all soils without exception are rated as having
"severe" limitations for construction of septic tank absorption fields.
Given the soil characteristics of the town, access to municipal sewage treatment is essential for highdensity development; Manchester's preponderance of poor perking soils suggests a need for municipal
sewer service for all but isolated single family homes. Clustered residential units or commercial
buildings with moderately heavy water demand would definitely need sewage treatment beyond
ordinary on-site septic treatment. Additionally, according to the Soil Conservation Service's soil
hydrology rating, Manchester's soils tend toward fast runoff. This characteristic generally raises the
cost of development by making it necessary to build detention basins or install infiltration systems on
site to prevent flooding of lower elevations.
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B.

Landscape Character

Manchester's rugged landscape is one of its most priceless assets. The diversity of land forms—
marshes, beaches, rocky shores, inland woodlands and forested uplands, combined with a highly
protected and centrally located harbor create great beauty. Fortunately, much of Manchester’s natural
landscape has been protected and is open to the public. A series of parks, beaches and reservations
reveal the town’s diverse geologic, cultural, and historic character. These major natural and scenic
resources are discussed in this section and are illustrated in Map 3.

C.

Water Resources

Manchester contains a wide variety of surface and ground water resources, including streams, ponds,
aquifers, wells, wetlands, vernal pools and coastal resources as shown in Map 6. These water
resources provide distinct, though often overlapping functions — providing public and private drinking
water supplies, flood control, valuable wildlife habitat, nature study opportunities and passive
recreational opportunities. For analytical purposes, the resources discussed below are grouped by
primary function.

C.1.

Watersheds

Manchester-by-the-Sea is located in the North Coastal Watershed — a study in contrasts. The northern
reaches of the North Coastal Watershed include the southern tier of the Hampton and the Seabrook salt
marsh complexes, while further south, the watershed is dominated by the rocky shores of Cape Ann, which
provide the most distinctive rocky coastline in all of Massachusetts. The southern reaches of the watershed
consist of an irregular coastline of rocky peninsulas, interspersed with embayments, pockets of salt marsh
and vibrant estuaries.

The North Coastal Watershed (see Map 4) has a total drainage area of approximately 168 square
miles. It encompasses all or part of five river sub-basins, including the Danvers, Essex, Saugus, Pines,
and Annisquam Rivers. There are approximately 2,428 acres of lakes and ponds in the watershed. The
North Coastal encompasses all or part of 26 Massachusetts municipalities, and supports a population of
approximately 500,000 people. The major resources in the region include a major lobster fishery, as
well as shell fishing.
Within the North Coastal Watershed, Manchester is part of five major surface watersheds: Gravelly
Pond/Round Pond; Chubb Creek; Manchester Harbor; Kettle Cove and Magnolia Harbor (see Map 5).
Most of the town’s streams originate beyond the town’s boundaries; therefore, a large proportion of
their contributing watersheds are located in the towns/cities of Essex, Gloucester, Hamilton, Wenham
and Beverly.

C.2.

Drinking Water

Manchester’s public drinking water comes from two sources — a deep well located in the village area
near Lincoln Street and two surface-water ponds located in the town of Hamilton (Round Pond and
Gravelly Pond as shown on Map 5a). Both sources draw on extensive watersheds that include parts of
neighboring communities as well as a major state highway, Route 128.
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Manchester has in reserve a large aquifer under Cedar Swamp, which lies north of Route 128 and is
shared with the town of Essex. In the 1960s and 1980s water was drawn from this aquifer on an
emergency basis for the City of Gloucester. Cedar Swamp is owned in part by the town of Manchester
and in part by privately funded conservation groups, such as the MECT and The Trustees of
Reservations. (Note: high iron and manganese levels would require treatment.)
Lincoln Street Well
The town’s single in-town active water supply is a 58-foot-deep, 600 gpm, gravel-packed well located
next to the new Manchester-Essex Regional Middle and High School on Lincoln Street. Groundwater
is pumped from a sand and gravel deposit that underlies the area. According to the town’s most recent
Annual Drinking Water Quality Report, the Lincoln Street well provided approximately 41 percent of
Manchester’s public drinking water in 2010.
Sawmill Brook, which lies beside the well, appears to have an impact on the surrounding aquifer. This
relationship was investigated using pump tests in 1990 as part of the work preceding adoption of a
Water Resource Protection Plan. During these pump tests, the water level in the Brook was monitored
in six locations. In areas upstream of the production well, it appeared that Sawmill Brook was a
gaining stream, receiving water from the underlying aquifer. In the vicinity of the well, the reverse was
true. Water appeared to flow from the stream into the aquifer below. Because downward flow only
occurred in the vicinity of the pumping well, it is possible that under static conditions Sawmill Brook
is a gaining stream along its whole length. The pumping of the well may then cause induced recharge
from the stream into the aquifer.
The results of the testing procedures (performed by Horsley Witten Hegemann, Inc. and included in
their plan for the town (“Water Resources Protection Plan, June 1990”) were used in numerical
modeling to delineate the zones of contribution to the Lincoln Street well in accordance with Mass.
DEP's Division of Water Supply guidelines. Zones I, II, and III for the Lincoln Street well are
illustrated on Map 7 and are described below.
Zone I is defined as a radius of 400 feet surrounding the well itself and is afforded the highest level of
regulatory protection by the Commonwealth. Locating the recently constructed Manchester-Essex
Regional Middle/High School — a large complex that includes paved roadways and parking areas, as
well as several natural and artificial turf playing fields — immediately adjacent to Zone I has raised an
ongoing threat of polluted runoff reaching the well. As the town’s Department of Public Works noted
in its most recent Annual Drinking Water Quality Report:
Unfortunately, over many years the Town did not protect its Lincoln St. well and there are
numerous activities that would not normally be in a protective Zone I area that are [there]
currently. The Town has, or will have, agreements with the Regional School District and Essex
County Club to assure [that] maximum protection of our drinking water resource is followed.
In addition, the town is under a Consent Order from the Department of Environmental Protection
regarding Zone I. Among its requirements is removal of the old pump house, now used for storage,
to be replaced by grass. This has not yet been done. It might also be helpful to mark the boundary
of Zone I so that the school district could manage its own storage needs appropriately.
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The state Department of Environmental Protection’s Source Water Assessment Program (SWAP)
Report for Manchester’s Public Water Supply, published in 2003, noted that the location of the Lincoln
Street well would be prohibited under today’s regulations. Its recommendations included: 1) Inspect
the Zone I area regularly, and, where possible, remove prohibited non-complying activities; and 2)
Develop and implement groundwater and surface water protection plans. Clearly, the first
recommendation has become essential with the recent new construction on the school site. The second
recommendation has been addressed through local regulations; now close monitoring and enforcement
of protective regulations is needed.
Zone II is defined as that area of an aquifer contributing water to a well under the most severe pumping
and recharge conditions that can be realistically anticipated. Zone II by definition extends upgradient
to its point of intersection with prevailing hydrogeologic boundaries (a groundwater flow divide, a
contact with till or bedrock, or a recharge boundary). For the Lincoln Street aquifer, the Zone II
boundaries to the north, east and west are the geologic contacts between the sand and gravel aquifer
and the neighboring bedrock/till and clay formations. The southern boundary of the Zone II is the
groundwater divide resulting from the pumping of the well.
The high school complex consisting of paved roadways and parking areas, an adjacent artificial turf
playing field and three paved tennis courts lie entirely within Zone II, as does a portion of one
municipally-owned cemetery. To the extent that rainfall within Zone II no longer infiltrates the ground
through a grassy surface, but instead leaves the site as channeled runoff, the well may be deprived of a
traditional supply. To the extent that rainfall within Zone II does enter the ground, but passes over
paved areas before doing so, there is a risk that pollutants may adversely impact the well. This site
clearly needs monitoring and, in time, may require adjustments.
Zone III is defined as the surface watershed area that contributes recharge to the aquifer through
overland runoff. For the Lincoln Street well, this surface runoff is contributed in two ways: 1)
overland runoff from the sides of the valley which recharges directly into the outcropping sand and
gravel aquifer material; and 2) runoff into the streams, a portion of which enters the aquifer via
induced infiltration.
The watershed to the Lincoln Street well is large and mainly wooded (Gloucester, Essex and
northeasterly Manchester) or open grassland (Essex County Club). Streams that contribute include
Sawmill Brook, its tributary Cat Brook, and Causeway Brook, as well as a host of intermittent
woodland waterways and culverts under local roads and Route 128. Induced infiltration from these
streams makes up approximately 15 percent of the water entering the aquifer under Zone II pumping
conditions. As the Horsley Whitten Hegemann study demonstrated, the watersheds to these streams
encompass a large area to the west, north and east of the aquifer.
Because of the large areas of exposed bedrock and shallow, poorly drained soils associated with much
of the watershed area, surface runoff provides a significant proportion of the water reaching Sawmill
Brook and its feeder streams. This is reflected in the "flashy" response of streams to heavy rainfall
events. Consequently, control of surficial sources of potential contamination, such as road runoff, is
essential to protect the water quality of these streams, and the Lincoln Street well.
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While largely wooded, the watershed includes a commercial zone in Manchester occupied in part by a
truck depot and an athletic club. Apart from the Agassiz Rock Reservation, little of the watershed is
under conservation protection.
Gravelly Pond/Round Pond
Gravelly Pond, which lies off Chebacco Road in the southeastern corner of Hamilton, is a surface
water reservoir of 49 acres and a capacity of more than 360 million gallons when full. The pond is fed
by rainfall, runoff from the surrounding area, and groundwater springs. The pond’s watershed is
relatively small, and the ability of the pond to recharge, or fill back up, is limited. To supplement the
volume of water in Gravelly Pond, the town pumps water from a well beside Round Pond. In 2010
these source provided 59 per cent of Manchester’s public drinking water.
The Round Pond watershed extends mainly west and south further into the town of Hamilton, as well
as into the towns of Wenham, Beverly, and Manchester. Large areas of wetlands and bedrock outcrops
are common, with lesser areas of sand and gravel outwash. Surface runoff is an important component
of Round Pond's water budget because of the surrounding geology. The Gravelly Pond/Round Pond
watershed is shown on Map 5a.
As the Manchester Department of Public Works pointed out in its most recent Annual Drinking Water
Quality Report noted above:
One of the best ways to protect your drinking water is to take measures so pollutants don’t get
into it in the first place. To protect Manchester’s water supplies, the Town has acquired the
land surrounding Gravelly Pond and restricts activities in this area to passive recreation such
as hiking and cross-country skiing.
Much of the Gravelly Pond/Round Pond watershed is undeveloped, including 400 acres under joint
conservation protection by both Manchester and Hamilton. But the watershed also includes a large
paved footprint for Gordon College in Wenham and a half-mile stretch of Route 128. In addition,
Gordon College owns more than 100 acres of wooded upland and wetlands between Route 128 and
Round Pond that have been proposed for development on several occasions in the past, and may yet
attract development interest once again.
A further, ongoing concern is the proximity of Gravelly Pond to the now capped Manchester and
Hamilton landfills. Although these two landfills lie just outside the Gravelly Pond watershed, they are
very close to and up grade of the pond. Monitoring wells have been placed between the landfills and
the pond. It is essential that the wells be monitored regularly for contaminants. It is the only way to
determine whether contaminants are approaching the pond.
Under Massachusetts Drinking Water Regulations 310 CMR 22.21(2), as revised March 1997, each of
these communities was required to establish a Ground Water Protection District. In compliance with
this requirement, Manchester revised its Ground and Surface Water Resource Overlay Protection
District. Each of the neighboring communities has done the same. However, while each community’s
protection district regulations address the protection of its own water supplies, none provide protection
for that portion of their land that serves as watershed for a neighbor. Thus the need to regionalize
Water Protection Districts still exists.
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Several years ago Manchester officials sought to encourage creation of an Inter-Community Water
Resources Group to address this problem. Discussions focused on developing a regulatory mechanism
for protection of regional resources that could be adopted concurrently by all five communities.
However, the initiative was quietly abandoned when key proponents left office.
Restarting this initiative would be wise and possibly productive, as cooperation in addressing regional
issues appears to be increasingly acceptable to Manchester and its neighbors. A major recent example
is regionalization of the Manchester and Essex school systems. Another example is the 1998 joint open
space success of Manchester and Hamilton in protecting 113 acres of woodland in the watershed to
Round Pond.
Cedar Swamp and Aquifer
Cedar Swamp, bound on the east by School Street in Manchester and Southern Avenue in Essex, is
underlain by a sizable aquifer that is considered a potential alternative water supply source for
Manchester, should such a need arise.
Water flows into Cedar Swamp from Millet’s Brook and from numerous unnamed streams that cross
and re-cross Route 128. The Swamp also receives runoff from many steep hills and small swamps in
Manchester and Essex. The aquifer benefits from its location within a large wooded conservation area.
Nonetheless the Swamp also takes polluted runoff from more than a mile of Route 128, School Street,
and Southern Avenue.
Tests in Cedar Swamp have shown it to have variable geological deposits. Generally, the swamp
contains three to four feet of peat over 15 to 35 feet of fine sand, which is over 20 to 63 feet of clay.
The water-bearing artesian aquifer below the clay, composed of out wash deposits from the melt water
stream delta created by the melting glaciers, is fifteen to thirty feet thick. It is deepest in areas where
the clay layer is missing.
In 1965 the city of Gloucester drew continuously on two 8-inch wells in Cedar Swamp for several
months. The water was piped directly to Haskell Reservoir in West Gloucester. Temporary damming
of Sawmill Brook and increased precipitation actually caused the water level in Cedar Swamp to rise
during the pumping. Gloucester took additional water from Cedar Swamp in 1982. Despite a high
concentration of iron and manganese, the water drawn from Cedar Swamp was rated as of excellent
quality.
Besides its potential as a direct source of water for Manchester or Gloucester, Cedar Swamp may be a
major recharge area for the aquifer that underlies Manchester's Lincoln Street well. According to the
Department of Environmental Protection, basic aquifer mapping suggests that there may well be
subsurface flow linking the two via Sawmill Brook and Beaverdam Swamp to the east. Without
extensive testing, however, it is difficult to quantify this relationship.
The Cedar Swamp aquifer has not been studied in terms of prolonged and extensive use; at a
minimum, water treatment to remove excess minerals would be required. Additionally, measures of
watershed and aquifer protection would be necessary and would require a coordinated approach by the
towns of Essex and Manchester.
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C.3.

Flood Control, Environmental and Wildlife Features

Manchester benefits from floodplain swamps in wooded areas that provide a large, though incomplete,
measure of flood control for village homes during most rainfall events. Flooding remains a recurrent
problem in several residential areas, however, and solutions are often hard to find. Looking ahead, a
lack of conservation protection for much of the wooded areas upstream of the village poses a danger of
greater future flooding.
Cedar Swamp, Beaverdam Swamp and Sawmill Brook
Discussed above with regard to its aquifer, Cedar Swamp provides highly significant floodwater
storage for Manchester. For many years the swamp, as well as its neighbor, Beaverdam Swamp,
regularly dried out between major storms. Recent beaver activity, however, has caused the swamps to
have standing water most of the year. Most of its trees have died, as water levels have remained high
for more than a decade. In the easterly portion of Cedar Swamp, as Sawmill Brook exits the area, the
town maintains beaver deceiver fencing around three culverts to safeguard flood storage capacity for
future storms.
Thanks to conservation efforts by the towns of Manchester and Essex and the MECT, Cedar Swamp
itself is largely under conservation protection. Much of the Essex portion of the woods east of
Southern Avenue is not protected, however, nor is the considerable wooded acreage in the watershed
in Gloucester. The need for a regionally coordinated protection effort remains. At the least, a regional
dialogue would give Manchester an opportunity to weigh in on decisions made in Gloucester and
Essex that will impact its environmental well-being.
Sawmill Brook has been discussed above for its relationship to the Lincoln Street aquifer. The Brook,
which carries excess stormwater from Cedar Swamp down to the harbor, also plays an important role
in flood protection. Its ability to handle swamp runoff, as well as runoff from the areas it traverses, was
compromised years ago when its banks were pinched and many residences built up to its edge. The
Metcalf & Eddy “Hydrologic Study of Millet’s Brook and Sawmill Brook Watersheds” 11 , issued in
February 2008, identified the cause of the overtopping of culverts during 10-year storms at Lincoln
Street, Norwood Avenue and School Street as due primarily to the narrowness of the stream channel.
Enlargement of culverts would not greatly reduce the flooding.
Development of wooded areas upstream is likely to exacerbate these flooding problems. In addition,
the Essex County Club’s golf course, which is zoned for half-acre residential use, is not permanently
protected, although site plan review and subdivision regulations offer some safeguards. While
achieving a conservation restriction on the club’s land may be in the town’s interest, but would need
additional study. At present the Club has declined to take action toward implementing a conservation
restriction.
Millet’s Swamp and Brook
Millet’s Swamp and Brook, important tributaries to Cedar Swamp and Sawmill Brook, lie just south of
Route 128 and extends southward to Pleasant Street. The watershed for Millet’s Swamp and Brook is
11

Hydrologic Study Millets Brook and Sawmill Brook Watersheds, Prepared for the Manchester-by-the-Sea Conservation
Commission, February 2008 (Metcalf & Eddy| AECOM)
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bounded roughly by the peaks of Moses Hill, the low hills of the Reservation, and the hills on the west
side of School Street. This watershed encompasses almost 200 acres. Prior to construction of Route
128, Millet’s Swamp was an integral part of Cedar Swamp. Now the stream flowing out of Millet’s
Swamp runs under the highway into Cedar Swamp.
As with Cedar Swamp, Millet’s Swamp provides significant floodwater storage. Much of the northerly
portion of the Swamp and the brook that empties it into Cedar Swamp is under conservation
protection. Approximately 13 acres are preserved by the MECT as a wildlife refuge. Thirteen privately
owned acres are under conservation restriction to the town. The northerly half of Jack's Hill, which
abuts Route 128 at the edge of the swamp, and is owned by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, is
being preserved as a scenic easement. The other half of Jack’s Hill, 14 acres of town-owned land, is
managed by the Conservation Commission for flood protection, wildlife habitat and passive recreation.
Flooding in the watershed for the swamp and brook occurs in upstream areas, which are heavily
developed. Here, the topography is extremely flat and the brook moves very slowly. Much of the
developed area is within the floodplain for a 100-year storm; several areas are in the floodplain for a
10-year storm. Yet the ability of the swamp and brook to handle major storms is limited not just by its
flatness, but also because of a normally high water table.
A hydrologic study of Millet’s Brook and Sawmill Brook was completed by Metcalf & Eddy in
February 2008. The purpose of the study was to determine whether enlarging the Millet Brook culvert
at Blue Heron Lane would reduce the flooding in the area during major storms. It was determined that
increasing the size of the culvert would indeed reduce local flooding during a 10-year storm but would
increase flooding downstream. There would be no decrease in flooding during 25-year and 100-year
storms. No changes were recommended.
Cat Brook
Cat Brook, a narrow stream in the northeast, is a tributary of Sawmill Brook, joining it after passing
under Lincoln Street near the town well. The Cat Brook watershed extends well into Essex and
Gloucester. Two small streams form the headwaters. One rises in woodlands in Essex just north of
Route 128, runs along the highway, then crosses under it. A second branch originates in woodlands in
Gloucester and enters Manchester in its northeastern corner, meandering via several ponds and small
swamps. Before merging just north of Mill Street these branches each run for about one mile through
more than two hundred acres of woodlands and sparsely developed residential land in Manchester, and
twice that acreage in Essex and Gloucester. Cat Brook joins Sawmill Brook at Lincoln Street.
The watershed area is characterized by a mix of fairly level lowlands with a few hills of moderate
height and occasional steep slopes, particularly along Route 128. Upland soils are rocky. Exposed
bedrock or shallow depth to bedrock, and problems of rapid runoff are typical. Near the highway, soils
are deeper but filled with stones and boulders. Steep slopes and a high seasonal water table pose
problems for building site development and the watershed is not yet heavily developed. The same is
true in the portions of Essex and Gloucester that lie in Cat Brook’s watershed. However, the city of
Gloucester has studied the possibility of building a large-scale commercial development in its portion
of the watershed and there is other land north of Route 128 on the market. A large conversion of
woodlands in any of the three communities would cause increased flooding along Cat Brook, as well
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as add to the flooding problems on Sawmill Brook at Lincoln Street, Norwood Avenue and School
Street.
Cat Brook's two branches regularly overflow their banks during periods of sustained rainfall. Most of
this flooding occurs on unoccupied land, with the main problem in recent years being flooding where
the brook crosses Loading Place Road. Work has been performed in the past to repair the three culverts
on this road; however, at least one of the culverts is damaged and needs repair. Since it’s a private
road, it’s not clear if this will be addressed by the town or by the residents.
Eaglehead Swamps and Ponds
Just behind the MBTA railroad tracks that mark the southerly boundary of Sweeney Playground on
Summer Street, lies an extensive swamp behind the cluster of homes atop Eaglehead. A smaller swamp
lies slightly to the west, backing onto the railroad tracks behind Spy Rock Hill and extending toward
Old Neck Road. The Eaglehead swamps are wooded and include several shallow ponds. These swamps
are important for flood prevention in the Summer Street-Lincoln Street and Beach Street areas in that
they decelerate the release of runoff from the areas they drain.
The topography of this area is relatively flat, with a gradient of about 10 feet overall. These swamps
take runoff from steep surrounding hills. The easterly swamp is fed by a seasonal stream exiting
Dexter Pond, at the foot of Long Hill and the westerly one by local runoff. The easterly swamp drains
via Causeway Brook, which empties into Sawmill Brook near Lincoln Street. The second Eaglehead
swamp contains the headwaters for Day's Creek, which empties into the harbor.
As Eaglehead homes are at a considerably higher elevation than the swamp, flooding poses no
problems to residences, though high groundwater often floods the nearby Sweeney Park playing fields.
Bennett’s Brook
Bennett's Brook lies south of the Round Pond watershed in the northwest and central west area of
Manchester. It flows from the Walker Road-Highwood Road neighborhood south toward the harbor.
The Brook is fed by the rapid runoff generated by the steep, rocky hills in the Walker-Highwood
neighborhood.
The drainage area for the Brook's watershed is approximately 375 acres with several rugged hills
dominating the area. Wyman Hill and Great Hill are broad as well as high. On the eastern edge of the
area a broad flat plain descends gently to the homes along Walker and Highwood Roads. Due to the
topography of the area and two major fires over the years, flooding has historically been frequent and
severe during periods of high runoff. In 1984, the town established a Flood Control District Overlay
for the Bennett's Brook watershed. The Flood Control District regulates building to "protect the public
health and safety and property against the damages of flooding conditions caused by new development
in areas with inadequate capacity of existing drainage systems, brook channels, and street culverts to
accept storm runoff from the areas drained. In 1995-1996, to compensate for development at Walker
Road extension and off Forster Road [Brookwood Path] the town required a series of detention basins
and a dam to be built at the east end of Walker Road, to meet the 25 year storm event. The new system
has functioned well in that area and alleviated flooding elsewhere on Walker Road, although flooding
at the base of Highwood Road has continued after several storms that exceeded the 25-year event.
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Chubb Creek
The Chubb Creek marsh forms the southern part of the boundary between Manchester and Beverly.
The salt marsh extends from Bridge Street to the ocean and covers about 40 or 50 acres.
Chubb Creek marsh is part of a typical estuary, where fresh and salt waters merge. Characteristically, it
includes salt marsh and tidal flat. Certain species of plant and animal life have evolved to live under
the frequently harsh conditions that are a common element of the estuary environment — changing
salinity, temperature and oxygen supply. The upland area adjacent to the marsh is a coastal buffer
between the marsh and the highway to the north.
The Chubb Creek marsh once served as a test site for the Open Marsh Water Management project
developed by the Massachusetts Audubon Society in conjunction with the Essex County Mosquito
Control Project. This project created shallow ponds that flood at very high tide, thereby encouraging
spawning of several anadromous fish species and discouraging mosquito breeding in these areas.
The marsh is privately owned in its entirety. The Essex County Greenbelt Association holds
conservation restrictions on part of the marsh in Manchester and Beverly, while the town holds a 2acre conservation restriction in Manchester. However, much of the marsh in Manchester still lacks
deeded conservation protection. The watershed area includes the land in and around the Brookwood
School and Brookwood Road, which is largely in the city of Beverly. The area is believed to be
attractive for future development. Presently, seasonal flooding in the area occurs as tributary streams
overflow their banks and cart paths become waterways. The remaining unprotected areas would benefit
from conservation protection against future development.
Kettle Cove and Clark Pond
The Kettle Cove marsh lies between Summer Street and the ocean where Wolf Trap Brook empties
behind Black Beach. The area consists of approximately 25 to 40 acres of salt marsh, tidal flats, sand
flats and sandy beach. Kettle Cove marsh is part of a typical estuary, where fresh and salt waters
merge. The wildlife value is high.
Winter water fowl abounds here and wading birds frequent the marsh almost year round. Black Beach
Cove is heavily used by recreational boaters. Dive groups and school groups use White Beach for
lessons and rocky shore exploration.
The marsh is largely owned by residents along Summer Street and Ocean Street whose properties end
at the creek. The MECT owns approximately 4 acres and holds a conservation restriction on a large
portion of the marsh.
Kettle Cove receives freshwater inputs from both Wolf Trap Brook and a brook that drains Clark Pond.
Clark Pond, an emergent tidal wetland and estuarine pond, receives fresh water from two sources as
well. The first water source commences at Wallace Pond in Gloucester, continues through a large
expanse of fresh water marsh and forested wetland, into two small duck ponds north and south of
Route 127, and finally into the emergent wetland lying adjacent to Clark Pond. The second source of
fresh water commences in an emergent fresh water swamp that is fed by road runoff originating on
Magnolia Avenue in Magnolia and Butler Avenue in Manchester. This wetland drains via a ditch that
crosses under Raymond Street and exits into the pond. This area of crossing is below the flood plain
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elevation and is frequently inundated during spring rains and high seasonal tides. This area is also the
location of the outlet to the storm drain system that drains the entire length of Raymond Street. The
outflow of Clark Pond runs through a man made dike and into a narrow channel onto Black Beach and
into Kettle Cove. Surf Park was constructed at the end of Raymond Street abutting Magnolia helping
to control run off and flooding as well as creating a recreational area.
Since 2006 Salem Sound Coastwatch, in conjunction with the Manchester Coastal Stream Team, has
been conducting water quality testing for bacterial contamination in the Wolf Trap Estuary. The results
of the Clean Beaches and Streams Program testing have demonstrated bacterial contamination which
has prompted the Board of Health to
investigate potential upgrades of septic
From “Clark Pond, Manchester 2010 – 2011 Report”
systems in the area. Another concern is the
increase of Phragmites in the Kettle Cove
Clark Pond is a shallow, 12‐acre tidally influenced coastal
Marsh due to probable tidal restriction at the
salt pond located on The Trustees of Reservation’s
mouth of the estuary at Black Beach.
Coolidge Reservation in Manchester, Massachusetts. The
Over the last number of years, the nutrient
load of the pond has shown increased
vegetation growth and algae blooms. As part
of a Coastal Monitoring Grant, the Trustees
of Reservations in conjunction with the
Board of Health has been monitoring water
quality of the Clark Pond vicinity using
testing parameters that included total
coliform, fecal coliform, nitrate nitrogen,
ammonia and phosphorus. Water testing at
the reservation identified the presence of
fecal coliform and low dissolved oxygen.
The Division of Marine Fisheries has two
water quality stations in Kettle Cove which
are tested for fecal coliforms. The water
quality for the area is highly variable.
Because of the elevated fecal coliform
counts, the area was reclassified as
“Prohibited” to shellfishing in 1988 and has
not been officially changed to date.
Clark Pond Tidal Flow Restoration
The sidebar to the right is an excerpt from
the “Clark Pond, Manchester 2010 - 2011
Report” (February 2012), submitted to
Massachusetts Department of Ecological
Restoration by Barbara Warren of Salem
Sound Coastwatch.

pond supports a slightly brackish fish community and
provides important staging and foraging habitat for
number of resident and migratory waterfowl and
migratory shorebirds. The pond is fresh water dominated
receiving the discharge of two perennial streams that
drain a 1.5 square‐mile watershed that spans land in
Manchester, Magnolia and Gloucester.
The pond's 1,200‐foot tidal outlet channel flows to Kettle
Cove. Salinities rise following spring tide events in the
summer when fresh water input to the pond is reduced,
but four restrictions along this channel have impeded
tidal exchange and fresh water drainage. To improve
levels of salinity, lessen flooding and reduce the non‐
native common reed (Phragmites australis), The Trustees
of Reservations and private landowners began a system‐
wide restoration that included the expansion of four
restricting crossings and the widening of a stone
sluiceway. Pre‐restoration vegetation, nekton and salinity
monitoring was conducted in 2010 by Salem Sound
Coastwatch for the Division of Ecological Restoration and
again in 2011 after the restrictions were removed.
Two goals of the Clark Pond tidal flow restoration are to
increase the functioning of a salt and brackish marsh
community with additional native halophytes including
cordgrass (Spartina spp.) and to reduce the coverage of
invasive species. A mix of fresh, brackish, and saltwater
tolerant plant species grow in the wetland border.
Spartina pectinata is the most abundant native halophyte
in this marsh community. Phragmites australis is the most
dominant invasive plant.
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C.4.

Other Water Resources

Manchester Harbor
Manchester Harbor is a large tidal estuary around which the town is situated, and it forms the town’s
geographic center. Two major streams, Sawmill Brook and Bennett’s Brook, as well as a few
intermittent streams flow into the harbor. In relation to harbors of neighboring cities, Manchester
Harbor is small, and does not have extensive commercial development or pollution problems. It is,
however a major asset and defining feature of the town.
The harbor provides substantial recreational and commercial opportunities for the general public.
There are nearly 700 boats located within the harbor. Of these, 25 are commercial fishing boats, the
balance are pleasure craft. There are two yacht clubs with combined membership of 500 people. There
are several public and private piers, two major boat yards, a public boat launching ramp, public kayak
storage racks, a sailing school and a surfboard rental shop. Recognizing the importance of the harbor,
the town of Manchester in 2011 hired a full time Harbormaster. He is responsible for the safety of the
harbor and oversees the placing and management of 600 moorings.
Over the past few years the health of Manchester Harbor has improved significantly. This has been the
result of a new sewer outfall which replaced an old, leaking outfall; the establishment of a no discharge
area for marine toilets in all Massachusetts waters; the development of less toxic bottom paint for
boats; and the removal of a flock of domestic geese which were eating huge quantities of Spartina
grass along the shores.
Tuck’s Point, Masconomo Park, Reed Park and Proctors Cove Landing offer easy access and
enjoyment of the harbor. Plans for the Parks and Recreational Department to improve the grounds at
Masconomo and Reed parks were approved in 2013. Tidal lands adjacent to Masconomo Park are held
under two conservation restrictions by the MECT. At low tide, the harbor takes on a much different
appearance and often attracts a variety of shorebirds. Several points of land jut into the harbor, and on
some are located houses of significant architecture. This irregular shoreline, interspersed with
numerous little inlets and coves, creates a picturesque feel which lends to the harbor’s attractiveness.
Certainly, this high scenic value of the harbor is one of its most important assets.
Manchester Beaches
Manchester has several large and various small beaches affording public access to residents and
visitors. The larger public beaches are Singing Beach, White Beach, and Black Beach. The beaches
also provide the opportunity for recreational fishing. Manchester's private beaches include Gray Beach
(Magnolia Beach part is public), Graves (or Dana’s) Beach and Long Beach. While these areas are for
private use, they do afford scenic vistas for those traveling in the area. All of Manchester's beaches are
tested by the Board of Health to protect the safety of the residents and to determine coastal water
quality.
The Board of Health monitors the following beach on a weekly basis during the summer: Singing
Beach, White Beach, Black Beach, Magnolia Beach, Tuck’s Point and West Manchester Beach (Black
Cove Beach).
All beaches have been closed occasionally since 2003 due to high bacterial count (Enterococci) with
the exception of Singing Beach. Closures from 2003 until 2011 are as follows: White Beach four
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times, Black Beach eight times, Magnolia Beach five times, Tucks Point nine times and West
Manchester 18 times.
As of 2010, “beachkeepers” monitor and report on Magnolia Beach, White Beach, Black Beach and
West Manchester Beach as part of the Salem Sound Coastwatch Adopt a Beach Program.
Beachkeepers clean up debris, identify and report issues affecting the beach and monitor for erosion,
invasive species and pollution.
Manchester Coastal Stream Team, in conjunction with Salem Sound Coastwatch’s Coastal Habitat
Invasives Monitoring Program, annually monitors White and Black beaches for invasive species
during the summer months.

D.

Vegetation, Wildlife and Fisheries

In 2012, the Massachusetts Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program (NHESP) and The Nature
Conservancy’s Massachusetts Program developed BioMap2 to protect the state’s biodiversity in the
context of climate change. BioMap2 combines NHESP’s 30 years of documented rare species and
natural community data with spatial data identifying wildlife species and habitats that were the focus
of the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife’s 2005 State Wildlife Action Plan (SWAP). BioMap2 also
integrates The Nature Conservancy’s assessment of large, well-connected and intact ecosystems and
landscapes across the Commonwealth, incorporating concepts of ecosystem resilience to address
anticipated climate change impacts. The BioMap2 report 12 created for Manchester is an invaluable
resource in understanding the town’s Core Habitats and Critical Natural Landscapes and will be used
to set priorities in regard to the protection of Open Space.
“Core Habitat” identifies key areas that are critical for the long-term persistence of rare species and
other species of Conservation Concern, as well as a wide diversity of natural communities and intact
ecosystems. Protection of Core Habitats will contribute to the conservation of specific elements of
biodiversity.
“Critical Natural Landscape (CNL)” identifies large natural Landscape Blocks that are minimally
impacted by development. If protected, these areas will provide habitat for wide-ranging native
species, support intact ecological processes, maintain connectivity among habitats, and enhance
ecological resilience to natural and anthropogenic disturbances in a rapidly changing world. Areas
delineated as Critical Natural Landscape also include buffering upland around wetland, coastal and
aquatic Core Habitats to help ensure their long-term integrity.
BioMap2 has identified 10 Core Habitats and 12 CNLs which reside in or partially in Manchester.
Core Habitat includes Species of Conservation Concern; Wetland Core; Aquatic Core; Forest Core;
and Priority Natural Communities. CNLs include Landscape Block; Upland Buffers of Aquatic and
Wetland Cores; Coastal Adaptation; and Tern Foraging Areas. Each Core Habitat and CNL has been
identified by a unique number which is described in the BioMap2 town report. Descriptions of each
Core Habitat and CNL for Manchester are included in Appendix F and can be found online at:
12

BioMap2 report for Manchester (2012): maps.massgis.state.ma.us/dfg/biomap/pdf/town_core/Manchester.pdf. See also
Appendix F.
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www.mass.gov/eea/agencies/dfg/dfw/natural-heritage/land-protection-andmanagement/biomap2/biomap2-overview-and-summary.html

D.1. Vegetation
Manchester’s vegetative communities are a mixture of large forestland, fresh and saltwater wetlands,
rocky open summits, water-bodies, and a network of streams and tributaries that support specialized
communities of plants and wildlife. The terrain in Manchester is generally irregular with rocky
uplands, areas with approximately 145 summits and peaks, and lowland areas, commonly intermixed,
containing wooded swamps, streams and wetland areas and coastal resources providing many diverse
vegetative features and ecological habitats. Manchester is home to many important plant communities
that include: red maple swamps, woodland vernal pools, Atlantic white cedar swamps, oak forests and
rocky outcroppings that support a number of rare and special plants and animals. Originally, with
much of the town’s land area unsuitable for farming or development, a sizable inventory of open space
remained outside of the village for timber and woodland. Currently, many of these historic woodland
and timber lots are highly regarded natural communities providing important areas for conservation
and areas for recreational use for nature study, birding, walking, hiking and limited hunting.
Generally, Manchester forestland, mostly secondary growth, includes large forested areas mixed of
white pine, oak, chestnut, poplar, maple, birch and hardwood species and conifers dominate the upper
canopy. Below the canopy, there is a large diversity of dense areas of common shrubs such as
shadbush, winterberry, blueberry, ferns and a mixture of forest flowers. With the terrain generally
irregular, with upland and lowlands intermixed, forest areas contain both terrestrial and palustrine
communities. Manchester has many significant forested parcels including Powder House Hill, and
Great Hill areas, but the most significant areas are the Manchester-Essex Woods, Long Hill and the
areas of Cranberry Pond and Rattlesnake Den.
According to information pertinent to Open Space Planning from Patricia Swain, Ecologist with the
Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program (see Letter included in Appendix E), Manchester is
one of the towns in Massachusetts with maps showing areas forested in the 1830s and untilled
woodlots and wooded pastures that are areas of possible Primary Forest. Such lands have greater
biodiversity than areas that have been tilled. These are not “Old Growth” forests, as they have been
harvested and pastured, but the ground may never have been tilled. Harvard Forest digitized maps from
the 1830s that the Massachusetts legislature mandated that the towns create. Manchester’s map shows
areas that were forested in the 1830s. NHESP GIS staff took those data and combined them with
information from MassGIS’ landcover datalayer made from 1999 aerial photos.
Although a great deal has occurred in those areas in the time between the map dates, some areas that
were forested in both times won’t ever have been tilled. Surveys of the soil structure in the individual
sites are necessary to determine whether those sites are primary forest. The importance of primary
forest sites is that they retain more native biodiversity than sites that have been tilled. Soil fauna and
flora — microorganisms and plants that reproduce primarily vegetatively—contribute to the higher
biodiversity. In addition, there are species of wildflowers that are more common in untilled forests than
previously tilled lands.
The areas of 1830s forest on private land would be good targets for conservation acquisition to
maintain the biodiversity of the town and region. In Manchester, the areas of possible primary forest
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are away from the coast and town center, in the western hilly area and northern and eastern areas as
shown on the accompanying map. The Harvard Forest website contains information on the 1830s
forest datalayer and copies of papers with discussion of the information. 13
Wilderness Conservation Area – the Manchester-Essex Woods
The 3,400 acres of undisturbed woodlands stretching from the Gloucester water supply area to the
Hamilton-Wenham ponds, and from Route 128 in Manchester to the Essex salt marshes is a highly
valued wildlife area. The uplands and swamps in these woods support a unique-to-this-region northern
forest wilderness environment hospitable to significant plant and animal populations. The special
ecological value of this area is derived in large part from its size and its regional significance. In
addition, the soils in the area have never been disturbed (most of Massachusetts soils were plowed in
colonial days) and this factor is highly unusual and significant to the presence of rare and endangered
species.
According to a conservation action plan completed by The Nature Conservancy in 1999, the plant
communities of the Manchester-Essex Woods, together with the natural landscape that supports them,
are among the best of their type remaining on the entire north Atlantic coast. In addition, the
Wilderness Conservation Area is registered with the Commonwealth's Natural Heritage Program that
keeps track of natural environments of particular worth. Botanists and ecologists from the NHESP
studied portions of the Manchester-Essex Woods in 2000 for the first BioMap project. And as noted
above, the new BioMap2 was published in 2012. Much of the Manchester-Essex Woods is recognized
as a BioMap2 Core Habitat and/or Critical Natural Landscape.
The MECT, which has worked with NHESP for many years, has recognized the need for more data
within this large BioMap and BioMap2 Core Habitat. As a result, MECT applied for and received a
grant from the Massachusetts Environmental Trust in 2003 for a two-year project to advance the
ecological health and biological diversity of the valuable habitats and to safeguard the purity of the
waters that flow from the Manchester-Essex Woods to the sea. The first proposed objective was to
gather specialized knowledge of wildlife habitats within the Manchester-Essex Woods. This data was
to be used to assist NHESP reviews under the Wetlands Protection Act and other state statutes, as well
as to enhance public support for bylaws and regulations that discourage development within the
Woods. Another objective of the project was to strengthen the land acquisition efforts in the
Manchester-Essex Woods, including creating a support base to raise the large sums of money needed
to acquire the parcels that are vital to the area’s integrity and to encourage property owners to grant
conservation restrictions. The final objective was to incorporate the scientific knowledge generated by
the project into a revised management plan for the Manchester-Essex Woods.
In 2004, more than 100 acres in the heart of the Manchester-Essex Woods was put under agreement for
residential development. MECT negotiated acquisition of the land for conservation, for $1.4 million.
The highly successful Save Our Woods campaign was launched, yielding more than $3 million toward
land purchases to complete the central portion of the Wilderness Conservation Area.

13

http://harvardforest.fas.harvard.edu/hf122-detailed-metadata;
Harvard Forest. 2002. 1830 Map Project. Harvard Forest Archives, Petersham, MA.;
Hall, B., G. Motzkin, D. R. Foster, M. Syfert, and J. Burk. 2002. Three hundred years of forest and land-use change in
Massachusetts, USA. Journal of Biogeography 129: 1319-1135.
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A new management plan entitled, “Wilderness Conservation Area Management Plan” 14 was completed
in July of 2013 for the MECT by Rimmer Environmental Consulting. The new plan reflects the special
resource values of the area, directs where public access is appropriate, and recommends suitable trail
use in order to prevent damage to special habitats.
The report notes that common reed (Phragmites australis) has taken hold in shallow area of Heron
Pond (adjacent to the boardwalk) and appears to be spreading. Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) is
also present and was noted in a 1985 report but does not appear to be presenting the same threat as the
common reed to habitat diversity. In addition, common reed is colonizing in disturbed areas along Pine
Street, School Street and Old School Street.
To date, intrusions into the Wilderness Conservation Area have been limited to the northerly edge in
Essex. There, conservation parcels are scattered and open space planning was dormant until recently.
Most of the Manchester portion, by contrast, has been deeded to conservation over the past quarter
century, either by the privately funded MECT or by the town, with management by the Conservation
Commission. Parcels not yet protected have evoked some development interest. The area is zoned for
limited commercial use and could be utilized as such by the present owners.
Key unprotected parcels in Manchester include the Gordon College land on the west, the Old School
Street/new School Street hill (the westerly half of Shingle Place Hill), and the wooded hills east of
Agassiz Rock Reservation now owned by the Manchester Athletic Club. The topography of these
parcels includes steeply sloped knolls, and numerous wetlands, including a small part of Cedar
Swamp. Upland soils are characterized by shallow depth to bedrock, many rock outcrops, and fast
runoff.
Low but steep hills predominate in the area of Dug Hill-Cheever Commons. Soils are shallow to
bedrock, with considerable rock outcrop and fast water runoff. These hills drain mainly toward Maple
Swamp in Essex. This area lacks even dirt road access since the Route 128 interchange was built. A
portion of an old fire road bisects the area from the northwest to southeast.
As part of the effort to create the Wilderness Conservation Area Management Plan, prior surveys of
plants, birds and wildlife were updated. These can be found in the three appendices included in the
plan.
Cranberry Pond and Rattlesnake Den
The Cranberry Pond & Rattlesnake Den woodlots located in northeastern Manchester and southeastern
Essex comprise a remote woodland that borders the town line with Gloucester and Route 128. This
area is identified as Core Habitat featuring Forest Core, Priority Natural Communities, and a Species
of Conservation Concern according to the Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program BioMap2
(see Core 2517). White pine and mixed oak are the dominate species, and scattered throughout are red
maple, hemlock, beech and hickory. Though, mostly lightly vegetated, the understory of blueberry,
huckleberry, witch hazel, arrowhead, and princess pine are some of the upland species. With good foot
trails running throughout the properties, the trails can be accessed from Forest Lane and Dexter’s
14

Wilderness Conservation Area Management Plan: http://www.mect.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/WCAManagement-Plan-7.13.pdf
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Pond. The Cranberry Pond trails link to the Long Hill and the Gloucester trail systems throughout the
area. Some of these trails are on private land.
On this property the Manchester, Essex and Gloucester boundaries converge on a hill. The location is
marked with an ancient heap of rocks, called “Heap of Rocks Hill.” The hillside southeast of
Cranberry Pond is littered with boulders, a glacial moraine, at least ten thousand years old. This rocky
setting was a natural habitat for rattlesnakes that were eradicated by colonial farmers and woodsmen
hundreds of years ago.
Cranberry Pond-Rattlesnake Den and much of the abutting land is mostly owned by the Essex County
Greenbelt 15 , with some owned by the town and private individuals. This land totaling approximately
40 acres was donated in three different years, 1984, 1999 and 2006 by Stephen and Marion Hall of
Manchester. In 2011, the Essex County Greenbelt received a donation of 5.054 acres from the
Harrington family, this is located off Loading Place Road by Cranberry Pond and this woodlot features
a prominent stand of American Beech (Fagus grandifolia). With several parcels in the area owned by
private landowners, efforts should be made to protect the neighboring parcels from future
development. Generally, the trails are in good condition and are maintained privately by local
landowners.
Long Hill Conservation Area
The Long Hill Conservation Area is protected under two separate Conservation Restrictions, both held
by the MECT. This area is by far the largest tract of land held under Conservation Restrictions in
Manchester, comprised of just over 118 acres. Long Hill abuts the Dexter Pond Conservation Area to
the southeast and connects to a large swath of land in Gloucester.
The Long Hill Conservation Area, along with abutting lands in Gloucester comprise 737 acres of
BioMap2 designated Core Habitat (Core 2517) which features Forest Core, Priority Natural
Communities and a Species of Conservation Concern (the Sweetbay Magnolia). This area is also
designated in BioMap2 of a 1,127 acre Critical Natural Landscape (CNL 1202) for its large areas of
intact, predominately natural vegetation which supports dynamic ecological processes such as
buffering, connectivity, natural disturbance, and hydrological regimes – all of which help to support
wide-ranging wildlife species and other elements of biodiversity.
The Conservation Restrictions on Long Hill permits public access for recreational and educational
purposes to the property’s trails and wetlands in perpetuity. Existing trails, local roads and cart paths,
provide pedestrian access to Dexter Pond, Long Hill, the Hooper-Trask Pasture, out to Kettle Cove.
Dexter Pond Conservation Area
One of the most unique ecosystems in the town is the Dexter Pond Conservation Area, a highly valued
resource for recreation and nature study. The town received ownership of 15 acres around Dexter
Pond, as well as an area on the hill at the eastern end of the property to construct a water tower and an
easement to get the water off the hill. The Conservation Restrictions permit public access for
recreational and educational purposes to the property’s trails and wetlands in perpetuity.

15

http://www.ecga.org/explore_and_engage/view_property/1167-cranberry_pond
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The Dexter Pond Conservation Area itself now comprises approximately 30 acres of forested uplands,
bordering wetlands and a large open pond surrounded by a perimeter trail. Dexter Pond has a surface
area of approximately 2.8 acres and an average depth of only 3-4 feet. The pond is fed from both
groundwater flow and a surface stream that enters along its eastern shore. The pond freezes over in the
winter months providing recreation for ice skaters.
The area also provides nature study of an assortment of predominantly native plant and animal life.
Floating leafed plants such as white waterlily (Nymphaea odorata) and watershield (Brasenia
schreberi) are visible on the surface of the pond, while purple bladderwort (Utricularia purpurea) and
naiad (Najas spp) are submerged beneath the surface growth. Emergent cattails (Typha latifolia),
pickerelweed (Pontederia cordata) and burreed (Sparganium) are common along the shore and extend
out into the pond in some locations. A diverse native plant community lines the shore including
tussock sedge (Carex stricta), buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis), spice bush (Lindera benzoin),
highbush blueberry, (Vaccinium corymbosum) and a variety of trees including maple (Aceraceae) and
birch (Betulaceae).
In 2000, the town received a state matching grant from the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Management (now the Department of Environmental Protection) to enhance the area
for wildlife and passive recreation. With the funding, the town hired a consultant to perform a
professional biological survey on the pond; put in three benches; and design, construct and install an
interpretive sign. Although, the benches remain in good condition the sign is in disrepair. Additional
attention should be directed at repairing the former sign, clearing shrub brush at the entrance trail, and
creating a larger opening by the trail entrance creating a scenic vista of the pond. In addition, once a
year the Coastal Stream Team organizes members and volunteers from the community to help remove
invasive purple loosestrife from the pond and to clear the trail that winds around the pond’s perimeter.
In the summers of 2008 and 2009, volunteers from the MECT released beetles (Galerucella sp) to
control invasive Purple Loostrife at the Cedar Swamp area of the Manchester Essex Woods. The
beetles have since migrated to other areas, including Dexter Pond as observed by the members of the
Coastal Stream Team. It appears that the beetles have been successful at reducing the flower heads of
the plants before seeds can develop.
The condition of Dexter Pond had been the object of much speculation for many years. Back in 1979,
the town was permitted to dredge part of the Pond to create fish holes for over-wintering. Since then, it
has been uncertain as to whether the pond was in a state of eutrophication, whether the pond was
becoming more shallow and reducing habitat for fish, and whether enhancement opportunities, such as
further dredging, were feasible. Encouraging news was offered through the biological survey, which
revealed the presence of a diversity of predominantly native plants and good water quality. The survey
and the accompanying recommendations will provide the basis for future habitat improvements, such
as selective thinning of vegetation and the dredging of more holes for fish to over-winter. Given the
age of the report, it is advised that Dexter Pond be reassessed and a management plan be created and
followed.
Clark Pond
Clark Pond, a 12-acre coastal salt pond, part of the Coolidge Reservation managed by the Trustees of
the Reservation, abuts the east side of The Coolidge Reservation and is accessible from Raymond
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Street on the eastern side of Manchester. It is a former salt marsh cut off from the tide leaving
predominately a fresh water pond. Although, still connected to the Kettle Cove through a narrow
channelize stream, a combination of marsh and woodland, this site is known for its scenic value and
natural setting, with several foot trails with scenic vistas of pond and woodland landscape leading to
the Great Lawn. In 2011, the Trustees of the Reservation completed a project restoring tidal flow to
Clark Pond. They removed multiple restrictions to increase the water flow to the site. They also opened
up flow between the pond and Kettle Cove to improve environmental conditions in Clark Pond and to
address the serious flooding that was following major rain events. 16
Offshore Islands
The offshore islands, including House Island, Kettle Island, Graves Island, and the Ram Islands
provide important nesting and feeding areas for a variety of seabirds. House Island was recently given
permanent protection through acquisition by Massachusetts Audubon and a Conservation Restriction
managed by the MECT. The island contains two priority plant communities, the maritime rocky cliff
and the marine intertidal rocky shore communities, both designated as “state imperiled” under the
community state rank (S-RANK) system 17 . Graves Island and the Ram Islands remain unprotected but
would benefit from the same protections due to their potential for additional bird habitat and plant
communities.
Saltwater Wetlands
There are two significant salt marsh areas in Manchester. Chubb Creek 14-acres and Kettle Cove 26acres of marshes are salt-water estuaries situated landward of barrier beaches of mixed rocky and
sandy coastline. The upland areas contribute low-volume freshwater to the landward portion of the
estuary. The intertidal areas are dominated by high cordgrass and salt marsh hay that provides habitat
for birds and wildlife. Chubb Creek is a known spawning ground for Rainbow Smelt. In recent as
2010, both locations have undergone water testing to monitor high
bacterial levels where bacteria concentrations were not significantly
elevated 18 . Activities in this area are kayaking, bird watching, nature study,
fishing and other passive activities.
Public Shade Trees
Manchester has many shade trees throughout town. The town is fortunate
to have an active volunteer group called the “Friends of Manchester Trees”
which coordinates the planting of memorial trees (including five years of
aftercare) and donates trees for public spaces around town. The group is
also in the process of completing an extensive map of our town’s trees. As
of March 2012, nearly 4,000 trees were digitally mapped.
The town’s Department of Public Works consults with the town’s Tree
Warden to assess and remove dead or dying trees and also performs
pruning and other measures to keep public trees healthy. The town is
also a member of the Tree City USA program.

Students help with the
planting of a Planetree
donated by the Friends of
Manchester Trees.

16

http://www.gloucestertimes.com/local/x1255113116/Manchesters-Clarke-Pond-targeted-for-restoration
http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/dfg/nhesp/natural-communities-facts/priority-natural-commun.pdf
18
www.mass.gov/dep/water/priorities/nerobst.doc
17
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Rare and Endangered Species
According to the NHESP Program, 256 species of native plants are officially listed as Endangered,
Threatened or of Special Concern in Massachusetts. There are two species listed under the U.S.
Endangered Species Act as Federally Endangered and one species listed as Federally Threatened as of
February 27, 2012. The NHESP identified Listera cordata, a vascular plant, with the common name of
Heartleaf Twayblade as endangered in Manchester with the last recorded siting older than 25 years.

D.2. Fisheries and Wildlife
Wildlife Inventory
The town of Manchester is abundant with wildlife due to its large areas of open space and undeveloped
parcels and the diversity of ecosystems. With widespread forestlands, wetlands and coastal areas,
Manchester supports large populations of wildlife and wildlife habitats. Manchester shares many of the
same species with neighboring towns and those found in eastern New England.
As part of the effort to create the Wilderness Conservation Area Management Plan, prior surveys of
plants, birds and wildlife were updated and included in three appendices to the plan:
1. Plant List
2. Bird Inventory
3. Wildlife Inventory
The management plan, can be accessed by clicking the link above. A hard copy is available in the
Conservation Office.
Vernal Pools
Manchester is home to 23 Certified Vernal Pools and 22 Potential Vernal Pools as shown on NHESP
layers of MassGIS maps (see Map 8). More than 50 percent of the Certified Vernal pools are located
in the Manchester-Essex Woods, the remaining are scattered throughout the town. The vernal pools of
upper Pine Street are well known for yellow-spotted salamanders, which live in the area, and cross
Pine Street every spring to mate in the vernal pools.
The MECT hired wetland scientist to monitor the Maple Swamp portion of the Manchester-Essex
Woods from 2009 through 2011. The final report, created by Rimmer Environmental Consulting
(dated December 7, 2011) noted that in 2011, a total of 95 spotted salamander egg masses and 12 wood
frog egg masses were found in at the study site. The report noted that “wetland conditions in the main
wetland on the north side of Pine Street appeared very good, with a healthy diversity of plant species”
but that sedimentation of the wetland due to erosion from the roadway shoulder is likely to continue
without improved vegetative cover. In addition, poor water quality at two culvert outlets on Pine Street
indicates that sediment is still likely entering the system.
Apart from the Manchester-Essex Woods, other well-known vernal pools of Manchester are located at
the Agassiz Rock Reservation, and contain a series of woodland vernal pools that support wood frogs,
spotted salamanders and other obligate rare species. Also, there is the Minnie B. Ball Nature Study
area, a 9-acre parcel within the Powder House Reservation which includes frequently visited areas to
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study vernal pools and their amphibian life. Future efforts should focus on identifying potential vernal
pools suitability to be enrolled in the NHESP official vernal pool certification program.
Corridors for wildlife migration
Location-sensitive areas in Manchester support a wide variety of animal habitats and ecosystems.
These areas are best identified through the Massachusetts Office of Geographic Information
(MassGIS). The most viable habitats for rare species and natural communities are located in northern
Manchester on the border, and are shared resources with Hamilton, Essex and Gloucester. The areas of
the Manchester-Essex Woods, Agassiz Rock Reservation, and Cranberry Pond-Rattle Snake Creek,
along with the majority of Cat Brook and Sawmill Brooks are within areas identified in BioMap2, as
Core Habitats, which are considered areas to promote long-term persistence of rare species. While in
the same general area, Cedar and Beaverdam Swamps and areas of upper Pine Street and Gull Pond are
areas listed as having Species of Conservation Concern (SCC). In BioMap2, SCC include species
native to Massachusetts that are listed under the state Endangered Species Act or listed in the State
Wildlife Action Plan.
Rare and Endangered Species
The BioMap2 identifies several wildlife species in Manchester as SCC. These include the blackcrowned night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax), the snowy egret (Egretta thula), the blue-spotted
salamander (Ambystoma laterale), the four-toed salamander (Hemidactylium cutatum), the spotted
turtle (Clemmys mutate) and Hentz’s Redbelly Tiger Beetle (Cicindela rufiventris hentzii). In addition,
the sweetbay magnolia (Magnolia virginiana) is also listed as a SCC.
The Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental Affairs BioMap 2001 designated House Island
as Core Habitat for its potential to support nesting colonial water birds: gulls, terns and cormorants,
herons, egrets and ibises which formerly nested there. Kettle Island, also owned by the Massachusetts
Audubon Society, is a well-known prime nesting site for herons, egrets, and glossy ibis and is
designated as BioMap2 core habitat.
Cold Water Fisheries
DFW’s Fisheries Section has identified environmentally sensitive streams throughout Massachusetts
that provide important habitat for native cold water fisheries (CFR, Coldwater Fisheries Resources).
Buffers along these streams that maintain shade and filter inflowing sediments are important for
maintaining their water and habitat quality. Culverts in the streams should be maintained to allow
movement of fish, turtles, and other aquatic species. Identification of CFRs is based on fish samples
collected by staff biologists and technicians with new streams sampled and evaluated yearly. In
Manchester, Cat Brook and portions of Sawmill Brook are identified as a CFR — the only CFR in the
North Coastal Watershed. Most of the CFR is in BioMap2 Core 2480. The significant overlap of the
CFRs with BioMap2 Cores indicates good environmental conditions identified by each project and
emphasizes the importance of the areas for biodiversity and natural resource preservation.

E.

Scenic Resources and Unique Environments

Manchester is rich in scenic resources and unique environments, many of which have been noted
elsewhere in this Open Space and Recreation Plan. Below is a discussion of some of the areas not
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mentioned elsewhere and a further discussion of some of the areas that were mentioned with emphasis
on their unique or scenic features.

E.1.

Beaches, Coves, and Harbor Parks

Some of the most often cited natural resource treasures belonging to the coastal community of
Manchester are its beaches, coves, and harbor parks. The town had several beaches and coves that were
originally town landings including: Black Beach, Black Cove, Lobster Cove, Proctor Cove, Tuck's
Point Beach and White Beach. In 1892, the town took title to Singing Beach under the Park Act. This
beach continues to be a strong attraction for
area residents and visiting tourists.
In 1895, the town purchased additional land at
Tuck's Point and created its first harbor park,
still the frequent location of summer
gatherings for residents. A second harbor park
was anticipated in 1903 with the purchase of
land and swamp along Day's Creek for
Masconomo Park. Masconomo is a popular
active recreation site with a sizable
playground area and adjacent ball field. The
Park is the site for many summer concerts.
White Beach

In April 2001, Surf Park was established on a
2-acre property formerly known as the Surf Restaurant site overlooking Gray Beach by the Trust for
Public Land. The establishment was a culmination of efforts from the Gray Beach Neighborhood
Association and the Magnolia Neighborhood Association, and funding from the town of Manchesterby-the-Sea, the federal Coastal and Estuarine Land Conservation Program, Massachusetts Urban SelfHelp program, and more than 250 private contributors. Surf Park is jointly owned by
Manchester/Gloucester as it straddles the town line, with the majority falling within Manchester. The
Park sits on a hillside opposite of Gray Beach, and provides scenic views of Magnolia Harbor and
Kettle Island. The park offers a series of walkways, seating areas, open space for picnicking and
passive recreation. With a significant improvement over the existing site, aesthetic value to what was
once a rundown parking lot, and the decrease of the impervious surface, it has alleviated a serious
flooding problem in downgradient areas. The Surf Park Trust, a nonprofit, established in 2003 with
small endowment from private donors was chartered for management and stewardship of the park.
According to trustee Margerat Hughes there is no future improvements or changes in store for the park.

E.2.

Scenic Vistas

The unique topography of Manchester offers many locations for fantastic scenic vistas with some even
affording a view as far away as Boston on a clear day. The attractive expanse of woodlands along
Route 128 as it traverses Manchester affords residents and passers-by a refreshing landscape view.
Much of this vista is under conservation protection, but major stretches and high points remain open to
development. These include the westerly portion of Shingle Place Hill and both sides of the highway
by the Beverly and Essex-Gloucester borders. A few parcels are town-owned but are not dedicated to
conservation.
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Agassiz Rock Reservation is a historic scenic site that looks east to a steep forested hilltop in the
northeastern corner of Manchester. Through a one-mile trail loop, visitors can enjoy the scenic
landscapes of the beautiful wooded forest trees as they reach the smaller of the two glacial erratics
known as Little Agassiz with views of Manchester-Essex Woods and Beaverdam Swamp. At the peak,
Big Agassiz sits 199.51 feet above sea level. The best view is obtained by looking to the south where
hikers can often see the skyline of Boston. This reservation is bounded to the north and east by
Gloucester's municipal watershed and extensive forested land in Essex. However, to the south lies the
developed portion of the town's Limited
Commercial District — rough terrain, a
few commercial buildings and the former
rock quarry, currently being considered for
a wind-turbine and as a site for additional
recreation fields through the CPA. All the
land in this area is zoned for limited
commercial use.
Winthrop Field, off Bridge Street (Route
127) is a beautiful wet meadow, stream,
and upland field vista off the street just to
the west of the town center; it was deeded
to the town by the Winthrop family and its
uses are limited by deed restriction. A
small private barn and horses offer a more
rural picture to the town, and the field is
utilized by migratory birds and other
Winthrop Field
wildlife. In the spring 2009, the Winthrop
Field Committee and Friends of Manchester Trees sponsored a restoration project, planting 60 native
shrubs on the perimeter of the pond to improve aesthetic and habitat values.

E.3.

Recreational Areas

The town of Manchester is home to the Essex County Club, a 183-acre private membership
organization founded in 1894 providing golf, tennis and other important scenic and recreational assets
to members and non-members. Visually, the grounds provide a wide expanse of open space behind
thickly developed School and Lincoln streets. During winter the grounds are open to public use for
cross-country skiing and occasional ice-skating. Sheep Pasture Hill attracts numerous snow saucers,
sleds and toboggans on snowy afternoons and weekends. As long as the Essex County Club thrives,
there appears little cause for concern that any or all of this land will be developed; however, the golf
course is zoned for single-family residential use, with a one-half acre minimum lot, and lacks any
deeded conservation restriction. The site is within the Water Resource Protection District Zone 1 & 2.
The junction of Wenham, Hamilton and Manchester north of Route 128 and west of Pine Street is
home to the trails of Chebacco Woods, which provide yet another opportunity for scenic exploration in
the area. Chebacco Woods is comprised of 113 acres of woodlands and wetlands in Hamilton, jointly
owned by the towns of Hamilton and Manchester, and abutting the 250-acre Manchester drinking
water supply land, also in Hamilton. Where buffered from road noise, the dense swamps, ponds,
evergreen and deciduous forest, and its stillness are much like the backwoods of northern Vermont or
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Maine. Chebacco Woods is managed by a volunteer land management committee. A large trail system
extends from Chebacco Road around the perimeters of Round Pond, Gravelly Pond and Coy Pond that
is part of the Gordon College campus. The trails provide superior access to the majority of the
property, and those along pond shores offer beautiful views across the ponds. The property offers an
excellent opportunity for walking, hiking, non-motorized boating, birding, fishing and hunting when
allowed. In recent years, trails along Gravelly Pond and the other ponds restrict horseback riding and
dogs due to high bacterial counts in the ponds.
The Eaglehead Swamps and Woods lie south of Summer Street and the major portion lies east of the
MBTA rail line. Dexter Pond to the north drains into this swamp. The Eaglehead Swamp drains to
Brickyard Pond and to Causeway Brook. The eastern portion of the swamp is privately owned and is
protected by a permanent conservation easement held by The Trustees of Reservations. The western
portion is owned by the town of Manchester and at present has no conservation protection. The area
consists primarily of swamp, ponds, a stream, lowlands and a small upland forest. Over the past 20
years, more than 120 species of migratory and nesting birds have been spotted in the easterly swamp.
The area provides critical wildlife habitat. The town owned portion is used as a wildlife study area.
The West Manchester Woods lie to the west of Pine Street, south of Route 128 and east of the town
boundary with Wenham and Beverly. Much of the eastern portion of this area is included in the
Wyman Hill, Christian Hill and Great Hill Conservation Area, the Brookwood Conservation Area and
Owl’s Nest Woodland. This area is generally upland forest with numerous rocky outcrops. Many foot
paths and abandoned dirt roads provide for hiking in this area.
The area further to the west is privately owned and development is curtailed by lack of access from
town roads. Much of the northwestern portion lies within the watershed to Gravelly Pond and Round
Pond. It would be desirable if this could be placed under conservation to protect the watershed. The
entire area provides wildlife habitat, flood control and recreational possibilities. The land abutting
Manchester in Wenham is primarily owned by Gordon College. The majority of the land in Beverly
along the Manchester border is owned by the City of Beverly, taken by tax title. The remainder is
privately owned. Most of the area is wilderness and inaccessible by road.

E.4.

Reservations

Aside from the Agassiz Rock Reservation mentioned above, other reservations include the Powder
House Hill Reservation and Coolidge Reservation. The Powder House Hill Reservation is
Manchester's central park, accessible from Pine Street, Elm Street, School Street, and Pleasant Street, it
is currently managed by the Conservation Commission, with assistance from the Department of Public
Works. It provides a wonderful opportunity for scenic viewing, nature study and hiking. The area is
generally in good condition and offers four-car parking by the Pleasant Street entrance. In 2007, the
Powder House building was restored and brought back to its original condition, a bronze plaque was
affixed to the building commemorating the site along with additional informative signage added to the
entry of the Minnie B. Ball Nature Study area. In 2011, vista pruning was conducted opening the views
to the village and harbor. However, ongoing maintenance to improve the trail systems through cutting
of scrub brush, the removal of overhanging hazardous trees, and resolving areas of erosion and of trail
wash-out is highly recommended. The reserve would benefit further if trail markers and occasional
benches were provided. An informational sign is already in place at the Pine Street entrance and two
signs along trail the by the vernal depicting information how to identify plant and animal species found
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in this location. The lamination on the vernal pool signs is degrading so the signs will need
replacement.
The Coolidge Reservation is located on Summer Street (Route 127) near the Manchester-Magnolia
border, and it is comprised of 64 acres and is owned and managed by The Trustees of Reservations.
Within the reservation, Bungalow Hill provides a panoramic view of the sea. With nicely groomed
walking trails through a picturesque woodland leading to Clarke Pond. In late 2009, the Trustees of
Reservations completed the replacement of a deteriorating stone bridge with a timber bridge and
stream widening along the banks of the bridge. A design requirement of the project called for it be
handicap accessible, while the stream widening would provide for increased water flow to benefit
wildlife of the stream and pond. This passive recreation site is home to many wildlife species and
includes a parking area, nature study area, unique open space scenic vistas, a coastal pond, the "great
lawn," and a coastal beach.
Also in east Manchester is the Hooper-Trask Pasture, a 23.5 acre preserve recently donated to the
MECT. A cart path off of Magnolia Avenue leads to the pasture, which is home to woodland wildlife
and frequented by migratory birds. A new trail crosses ancient stone walls and skirts many boulders
left behind by retreating glaciers. The pasture is a lovely setting for picnics, nature study, and quiet
enjoyment.

E.5.

Historic and Cultural Areas

As mentioned under History of the Community in Section 3 above, the town established a historic
district encompassing most of the village center in 1975. The buildings in the District represent an
excellent sampling of virtually every major type of vernacular architecture from the 17th to the early
20th Century. Forster Cemetery, the
Tappan Cemetery and the 1661 Cemetery,
and the Manchester Common, are the
village's main sites. Also included is the
Trask House, home of the Manchester
Historical Museum. The museum is open
to the public.
A historic building of note is the iconic
Seaside No. 1 Firehouse Museum.
Constructed in 1885 to house Seaside No.
Trask House and Manchester Historical Museum
1, Manchester-by-the-Sea's first horse-drawn fire
engine, this handsome building on Central Street later became headquarters for the Manchester Police
Department. The Police vacated Seaside No. 1 in 1970 and the Historical Society stepped forward to
preserve the building. It now serves as a museum and home for the town’s two antique engines, the
Torrent, a hand pumper built in 1832, and Seaside No. 2, a horse-drawn steam pumper acquired in
1902. The first floor of the building also contains a collection of firefighting equipment as well as
memorabilia about both the fire and police departments. Seaside No. 1 is open to the public for tours
which may be arranged through the Manchester Historical Museum (Trask House).
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Other historic buildings in town include the Willmonton House, built before 1675 making it one of the
oldest homes in Manchester. Another historic home of note is the Lee House, built in 1720. Both
homes are private but may be viewed from their exteriors.
The Manchester Historic District Commission and Historical Commission works towards surveying
the eligibility of the Town’s properties for historic preservation funding and including on the National
Register. In addition it works to preserve the streetscape of the Town’s historic district by reviewing
the appropriateness of changes to structures within the district.
A building which has become a popular venue for concerts and other functions is Crowell Chapel,
built in 1903-04 and restored during 2009 – 2012 using Community Preservation Act funds.
The Manchester Cultural Council allocates money received from the Massachusetts Cultural Council
on a yearly basis to fund programs in the arts and humanities. Past funding projects have included
lectures, concerts (including the Manchester Summer Chamber Music series), arts programs and more.
In addition, the Manchester Cultural Council makes space available in Town Hall for local artists to
display their work.

F.

Environmental Challenges

F.1.

Areas of Environmental Concern

Gordon College Property
This 147.6-acre site of rocky hills and wetlands in the northwest corner of town contributes
significantly to the watershed for Manchester's public water supply ponds in Hamilton. In addition, the
Gordon College land is especially productive wildlife habitat. Studies have confirmed the presence of a
number of certified vernal pools and of essential upland habitat for many salamanders that breed in
Maple Swamp.
From time to time the college has entertained development ideas for the area that eventually proved
unfeasible. At present the college appears to be content to utilize the site to acquire and dispose of
landscaping materials, for nature studies, and for passive recreation. An initiative to secure a
conservation restriction that would permanently remove the threat of development should be
considered.

F.2.

Environmental Issues

Hazardous Waste Sites
There are two contaminated sites on DEP’s current list of 21E sites. The first one is a 1.3-acre parcel at
156 Pine Street, owned by the town and the site of a 1950s burn dump. Contaminated soil is 15-20 feet
deep. In 2009 three properties were purchased by the town at a cost of $2.2 million. Two houses on the
site were razed and one other was moved. In 2012 there was further testing of the soil on nearby nontown owned properties which allowed the perimeter of the waste site to be established. In 2013, at a
cost of 1.7 million dollars, contaminated soil will be excavated from adjacent properties, and brought
to the town-owned site, which will then be graded and capped in accordance with DEP’s regulations
and timeline for completion of the remediation work. In 2014 the site will be available for passive
recreation.
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The other listed 21E site is located at the Richdale store/gas station and Standley’s Garage at 8 Beach.
When three gasoline underground storage tanks (UST) installed in 1984 were removed in 2008, one of
them was found to have leaked. That year the contaminated soil was removed and new tanks were
installed. Currently the site’s soil and groundwater are being monitored.
A release of hazardous materials within the town of Manchester was reported in 1990 to the town by
the Division of Hazardous Materials at DEP and has been cleaned up. The site is an old Texaco Station
located at 76 Summer Street, approximately 1000 feet south of the Lincoln Street well. This site is
located on the border of the Zone II zone of contribution to the Lincoln Street well. Under average
pumping conditions the site is outside the zone of contribution to the well, and there is no longer any
significant risk here.
Landfills
There are four abandoned landfills located within close proximity to existing or potential drinking
water supplies to the town of Manchester.
Two landfills are located near Manchester’s primary drinking water supply, Gravelly Pond. One
landfill, which closed in the 1980s, is 1,000 feet directly east of the pond and in the town of Hamilton.
Ground water flowing beneath portions of this landfill is suspected of discharging to Gravelly Pond.
The other one is 1,500 feet to the southwest of the pond, located just to the north of Route 128 and east
of Pine Street. It consists of a 10-acre, unlined landfill that stopped accepting refuse in 1981. Under
consent order with the DEP, Manchester closed and capped its landfill in 2000. Both landfills are being
monitored by Wright-Pierce engineering firm on a yearly basis in accordance with DEP regulations.
There is no sign of leakage.
An abandoned dump in the town of Essex is located off the old fire tower road to the north of Cedar
Swamp. Cedar Swamp has previously been identified as a potential source of drinking water for the
town of Manchester.
There is also an abandoned dump in Manchester south of Route 128 and just east of the junction of
Preston Place and Brookwood Road. This dump lies within the watershed of Round Pond but was not
identified in the Water Resources Protection Plan of 1990. The characteristics of this dump,
particularly its encroachment upon wetlands and its large quantities of exposed material, demand
further attention.
Erosion/Sedimentation
One of the most critical threats with respect to erosion occurs on Manchester's barrier beaches during
coastal storms. Particularly susceptible are Black Beach and White Beach. Both of these small beaches
are frequently hit by severe storms with considerable blowing of sand across Ocean Street into the
marshes beyond and flooding of the roadway. In the past at White Beach, the Manchester DPW has
added sand to the dunes but this is usually washed out in a big storm. The planting of dune grass and
salt-tolerant shrubs has helped to stabilize the dunes, but these remedies are only short-term.
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Chronic flooding
Much of the chronic flooding that occurs in the town of Manchester is associated with particular
watersheds. Flooding concerns were highlighted previously in this report in the discussion of Water
Resources with respect to each of the specific watersheds discussed. These areas include the Walker
Road-Highwood Road neighborhood (Bennett's Brook Watershed and associated Wyman and Great
Hills, as well as the Chubb Creek watershed), the Knight Road-Bigwood Road intersection (Millet’s
Brook watershed), the Essex County Club-Lincoln Street-Central Street area (Sawmill Brook
watershed), Loading Place Road-Long Hill area (Cat Brook watershed), Sweeney Playground-Summer
Street-Lincoln Street-Beach Street area (Eaglehead swamp and woods), Ocean Street (White Beach
and Black Beach, both barrier beaches) due to northeasterly ocean storms, and Raymond Street-Butler
Avenue near the Magnolia line (directly behind Gray's Beach). Measures have been taken to try and
clean several brooks, but owner assistance is needed to help this on-going maintenance problem.
Lack of adequate zoning bylaws allowed inappropriate development in floodplains, resulting in
exposure to flood hazards. In 1984, a Flood Control District was placed on the Bennetts Brook
Drainage Area to control the extent of flooding in the Walker Road-Woodholm Road area (see Map
7). The District requires special regulations to protect the public health and safety and property against
the damages of flooding conditions caused by new development in areas where there is an inadequate
capacity of existing drainage systems. Discussions of placing similar regulations on Millett’s Brook
Watershed took place, but the idea was abandoned and has not recently been reconsidered, due to
current regulatory requirements that are now enforced by the state and town.
These requirements include those associated with regulatory programs established by Federal statutes,
including the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), intended to reduce the loss of life and damage
caused by natural hazards, as well as State laws, including the Building Code and the Wetlands
Protection Act, established to protect wetlands and other wildlife habitat and to minimize alterations of
bordering and isolated lands subject to flooding. These regulations determine where and how buildings
may be sited, designed, and constructed in floodplains limiting the exposure to flood hazards.
Two recent updates to these federal/state regulations are worth mentioning. In 2008, as part of a
statewide effort to further prevent storm and flood damage to coastal properties, Mass DEP and the
Department of Public Safety revised appendix G of the Massachusetts Basic Building Code 780 CMR
120. The new, stricter construction code affects coastal properties that fall into the Flood Hazard (A)
Zones and High Hazard (V) Zones or coastal dunes.
With the increase in the frequency and severity of coastal storms and the costs associated with poststorm clean-up and remediation, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has revised
their Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) in the last few years which have most notably affected
coastal properties. New FIRMs were issued for Manchester in July of 2012 (see Map 9) and additional
revisions that affect coastal areas went into effect in July of this year.
“Floodsmart” Building practices can lessen coastal storm damage to properties; however it’s equally
important to protect coastal wetlands—salt marshes, barrier beaches and coastal ponds—for their
ability to provide flood storage and absorb the energy of coastal storms.
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Dumping
Several areas in Manchester suffer from chronic dumping of trash by those passing by or through the
area. These include Cedar Swamp, Dexter Pond, Eaglehead Swamps, Powder House Hill Reservation,
and the conservation areas off of Crooked Lane. Better enforcement of the town’s existing antidumping regulations would be beneficial. Currently, Eagle Scouts, the Manchester Stream Team,
students, and other volunteers assist the town with the clearing of the debris and garbage as part of
various projects and for the general well-being of these conservation areas.
New Development
The greatest potential for negative development impact on Manchester's environmental resource base
lies in the Limited Commercial District. This District was created to permit office parks and/or light
manufacturing operations. Rugged terrain, numerous wetlands, and remoteness from town services
have thus far discouraged widespread use. The present uses which approximate the original concept
are the Manchester Athletic Club (MAC) on Atwater Avenue and the Manchester Medical Office
Building off School Street.
Next to the upper parking lot at the MAC there are 73 acres of undeveloped private land that resides in
the watershed of the Lincoln Street well. A portion (approximately 15 acres) of the property may be
donated to the town for the purposes of playing fields. An ad hoc committee has been set up to oversee
the acquisition of the property and draw up plans for a playing field and associated facilities. The
remaining undeveloped property may also be part of the donation or may have a Conservation
Restriction placed on it; negotiations are still underway.
The potential for development in neighboring towns in areas that drain to Manchester also pose a
threat. Important examples include the Cedar Swamp/Sawmill Brook Watershed, the Wolf Trap Brook
Watershed, and the Clark Pond Watershed all discussed in Section IV.
Ground and Surface Water Pollution Sources (Point and Non-point)
In addition to the hazardous waste release site and the landfills discussed above, a number of potential
point and non-point sources of ground and surface water pollution have been identified in the town of
Manchester. Potential point sources include underground storage tanks (most of which have been
removed), salt storage sites, the town's sewage treatment plant, and industrial, commercial, or
agricultural chemical users or storage sites. Potential non-point sources include individual sewage
disposal systems, herbicide, insecticide and fertilizer use, and road and driveway runoff from salt, sand
and oil drippings.
The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program regulates water
discharged into U.S. waters. In 2012, 45 states had the authority to issue permits to industrial,
municipal and other point source (e.g., pipes, drains, and ditches) dischargers; the remaining five states
of which Massachusetts is one have programs run by the EPA. A stricter component of the program
went into effect in 2012. Effective for the northern coastal regions of Massachusetts, the Small
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) permits have more rigorous requirements. It is hoped
that Salem Sound Coastwatch will help Manchester with the outreach and education programs required
by this new permitting process.
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Underground Storage Tanks
Petroleum products stored in underground tanks pose a severe threat to ground water quality. The
volatile organic compounds found in gasoline and other petroleum products are known human
carcinogens. The EPA has estimated that approximately one-third of all underground storage tanks are
leaking nationwide. The average expected lifespan for steel tanks in acidic soils is estimated at 15
years; after this point, small pin-hole leaks may develop, resulting in a discharge of hazardous
materials to the subsurface environment. A spill or leak of as little as 10-50 gallons may be sufficient
to contaminate a drinking water supply.
According to records maintained by the Manchester Fire Chief, there are six known underground
storage tanks in the vicinity of the Lincoln Street well field, which are primarily used in storing fuel
oil, gasoline and waste oil; five gasoline and oil tanks located at the Sonoco gas station at 96 Summer
Street, which were renewed with double walls; and a gasoline tank at the Essex County Club. The Fire
Department is also monitoring the new storage tanks that were installed at 8 Beach Street in 2011 as
well as remediation work being done at the Phillips 66 gas station at 2 Pine Street.
Salt Storage
Uncovered salt storage areas have been known to leach large quantities of sodium chloride, resulting in
contamination of drinking water supplies through direct surface runoff or infiltration into ground
water. Once in solution, sodium chloride can travel long distances and is a health hazard to people with
high blood pressure and heart conditions.
Two salt storage areas are located within the town of Manchester. One of them is operated by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the other operated by the town DPW. The Commonwealth's salt
storage area is located on Pine Street and is used to store up to 2000 tons of salt, in covered sheds.
The salt storage area used by the Manchester DPW is located at 88 Rear Pleasant Street.
Approximately 80 to 100 tons of salt and 200 tons of salt/sand mix are stored here in a covered shed. A
small quantity is located outside the shed for use by the general public. The town uses approximately
300 tons of salt per year for road maintenance.
Sewage Treatment Plant
As mentioned previously, Manchester's waste-water treatment plant is a secondary, extended air
treatment facility located near Manchester Harbor in the town center. The treatment plant outfall is
located in Massachusetts Bay, approximately 8700 feet off Manchester Harbor. This outfall was
replaced in 1992. Bi-annual water quality analyses are conducted in the vicinity of this pipe.
Additionally, a series of daily, weekly, and monthly quality tests are conducted at the treatment plant.
A new sewage treatment plant was completed in two phases in 1998 and 1999 to bring the town into
full compliance and ensure greater environmental protection.
In the spring of 2013, however, there was a leak detected in the outfall pipe which was discharging to
Manchester Harbor on the southern side of the commuter rail tracks. Although the water was treated, it
still contained small amounts of chlorine which is harmful to fisheries and wildlife. The Manchester
DPW worked closely with town engineers and Massachusetts DEP staff to make repairs as quickly as
possible.
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Industrial/Commercial/Agricultural Uses
The town of Manchester offers free collection of household hazardous waste trash (including oil based
paint, turpentine, paint thinner, herbicides, pesticides, pool chemicals, solvents, weed killers, and
insecticides) each year in April. There are also vouchers available during every other month except for
July for the disposal of hazardous waste by other towns nearby. Because of the cost of this program it
is possible in the future that a co-pay by residents may be necessary.
A variety of chemicals are used or stored in industrial, commercial, or agricultural businesses that may
pose a threat to water quality through misuse, spills, or fires. These include fertilizers, pesticides,
herbicides, solvents, petroleum products, paints, etc. Specific industrial, commercial and other entities
that use or store hazardous materials in the town of Manchester are summarized below and include the
schools, the DPW, Essex County Club, greenhouses and nurseries, marinas, dry cleaners, auto repair
shops, etc. Eight of these have been issued small hazardous waste generator licenses by the DEP,
Division of Hazardous Materials.
Licensed Small Quantity Hazardous Waste Generators
Coastal Auto Repair
Atwater Ave.
LAD Co., Inc.
Atwater Ave.
Landmark School
167 Bridge St.
Manchester Auto Body
6 Elm St.
Manchester Auto Clinic
2 Pine St.
Standley’s Auto Garage
2 Summer St.
Manchester DPW
85R Pleasant St.
Massachusetts Highway
70 Pine St.
Essex County Club
153 School St.
Manchester Essex Regional School District 36 Lincoln St.
(MERSD)
Manchester Marine
17 Ashland Ave.
Crocker Boatyard
15 Ashland Ave.
Cricket Press
50 Summer St.
Manchester Fire Department
12 School St.
Hall and Emslie
10 Atwater Ave.
Beverly Hospital
195 School St.
Bailey’s Service Station
96 Summer St.
Individual Sewage Disposal Systems
Most of the densely developed portions of town are on public sewer, however, approximately 40
percent of the town is still serviced by on-site sewage disposal systems, including residences and
commercial buildings located on Mill Street, Atwater Avenue, Forest Lane, Loading Place Road, and
all of the area of town to the east of where the railroad tracks cross Route 127, Summer Street. On-site
sewage disposal systems discharge a variety of contaminants into groundwater, including pathogens,
nutrients, and synthetic compounds associated with septic system cleaners.
All six town beaches (Singing, Gray, White, Black, West Manchester, and Tuck’s Point beaches) are
tested by the Board of Health for high bacterial counts once a week. Testing occurs between the week
before Memorial Day and Labor Day. High bacterial counts, particularly after heavy rain, have resulted
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in numerous beach closures including West Manchester, Tuck’s Point, Black and White beaches.
Failed septic systems in the past have been the cause.
These discharges have been improved in recent years because of Title 5 mandated septic system
updates and cesspool elimination. Since Title 5 was instituted in 1995 mandated inspections occur now
at the transfer of properties and are valid for two years. As a result, many new systems have been
installed. Due to all the bedrock and wetlands in town, the vast majority are “alternative” rather than
conventional gravity-based systems. These alternative systems discharge water that is almost as clean
as drinking water and have strict operation and maintenance mandates.
Fertilizers, Herbicides, and Pesticides
Fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides are widely used for agricultural, recreational, and residential
purposes and contribute varying amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus and chemical compounds to surface
and ground water. The amount of nutrients that ultimately leach into ground water or enter surface
waters as runoff is a function of the slope, soil characteristics, type of ground cover, climate, type of
fertilizer used, application rates and extent of irrigation.
The town stopped using fertilizers and pesticides in the town parks about four years ago. Innovative
methods to control pests and provide a healthy soil and plant community without the use of chemicals
have recently been undertaken. The Manchester Coastal Stream Team in 2011 published an updated
Organic Lawn Care brochure, which is now available on the town website. This group is now working
on a new “Keeping Manchester’s Coastal Waters Clean” brochure for the public.
A detailed literature review suggests that for nitrogen, 30 percent of the nitrogen applied to lawns and
golf courses typically leach into ground water in this region. The degree of surface runoff is much
more variable, and depends on slope and soil characteristics. Although golf courses tend to be
intensively maintained, fertilizer application rates are usually carefully controlled, and the use of slowrelease fertilizers is commonplace. The Essex County Club operates under a special permit from the
Planning Board that requires annual reports on all chemicals used on the golf and tennis facilities. Its
use of fertilizers and plant protectorants is well below permitted amounts and water test results show
the Club’s sensitivity to the water supply.
Road Runoff
Typical contaminants found in road runoff include sodium chloride from road salt, oil and grease,
gasoline, heavy metals, nutrients, bacteria and silt. The majority of Manchester's road runoff is directed
to streams, ponds and other surface waters, most of which ultimately discharge into Manchester
Harbor. Leaching catch basins, detention/retention basins and similar drainage mechanisms are
uncommon in the town. The Sawmill Brook/Causeway Brook watershed directs a large volume of
runoff to these streams, both of which pass within 100 feet of the Lincoln Street well field.
The Manchester DPW primarily uses salt along with sand for de-icing roads in the winter but is
considering more effective and environmentally-friendly methods including pre-treating the roads with
salt brine which reduces the amount of salt that must be used.
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Forestry Issues
Along with public shade trees (discussed in Section 4, above) and forested open space, Manchester has
several privately-owned parcels which are managed as forest lands under Chapter 61. The total area of
these parcels is about 66 acres.
By far, the largest contiguous forested area in town is the Manchester-Essex Woods, most of which is
owned and managed by either by the Manchester Essex Conservation Trust (MECT) or the town.
MECT received a grant in 2012 to update its management plan and in 2013, the Wilderness
Conservation Area Management Plan 19 was completed.
Although the Manchester-Essex Woods supports a healthy and diverse upland forest, there have been
issues with the introduction of invasive species. Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) has been significantly
reduced from its former dominance in the forest community
since its decline—first due to the hemlock looper in the 1970s
and later by the wooly adelgid which continues to threaten the
remaining hemlocks. Open areas where the hemlocks used to
reside are now occupied by black birch and understory
vegetation including witch hazel, maple-leaf viburnum,
teaberry, Canada mayflower and other native plant species.

Wooly adelgid on hemlocks

The MECT and its volunteers have actively monitored these
woods for many years and maintain its trails. They regularly
inspect trails for hazard trees and other damage and signs of
disturbance. MECT members also hold annual trail clean-ups.
The town-owned parcels within these woods have greatly
benefited from MECT’s stewardship.

The Powder House Hill Reservation, Manchester’s in-town forest, is frequented by residents because
of its close proximity to downtown. Most of the reservation owned by the town and is under the
management of the Conservation Commission which responds to requests for removal of hazardous
trees, tree limbs and removal of trail obstructions.
Environmental Equity
Manchester is a small in size—only 7.73 square miles. Parks and open space parcels are located in all
areas of town making travel time by car, 15 minutes at most and most are accessible by foot or bicycle.
In addition to the large swath of open space located in the northern section of the town, there are a
number of open space parcels, parks, beaches and other recreational resources scattered throughout
town.
The most densely populated area in town (central) is located near the Powder House Hill Reservation,
making it possible for residents to walk to this wooded area since there are access points located on
several streets. Those who live in the eastern section of town have easy access to Coolidge Point,
White Beach and Black Beach.
19

Wilderness Conservation Area Management Plan; prepared for the Manchester-Essex Conservation Trust; July 2013 by
Rimmer Environmental Consulting, LLC
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There are some beaches that are private and thus not open to the public—Dana’s Beach, Long Beach
and most of the beach located on Magnolia Harbor—but most are open to all, including non-residents.
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Section 5:

INVENTORY OF LANDS OF
CONSERVATION AND RECREATION
INTEREST

Protected open space, as referenced in this plan, refers to land that has been placed in permanent
protection through a Conservation Restriction or other type of deed restriction on the property or is
enrolled in a Chapter 61 program. The term “protected” is also applied to town-owned lands that are
managed and in the care and custody of the Manchester Conservation Commission. The town owns
recreational parcels; however the management of these parks and playgrounds has not yet been
formally placed under the management of the Parks and Recreation Department since the department is
relatively new. The management of these properties is under the Board of Selectmen.
Open space protection in Manchester is important for a variety of reasons that range from social health
to economic stability to ecological integrity. Manchester is fortunate to have over thirteen-hundred
acres of open space within its borders. These parcels of land, which include parks, coastline, forests
and wetlands, enhance the quality of life of the residents by providing recreational and educational
opportunities as well as those goods and services furnished by natural open space.
Open space protection also provides economic benefits to the town. These areas also help to increase
the taxable value of land located adjacent to protected open space and are typically less costly to
maintain than developed land, which needs infrastructure and services. Open space protection near
public drinking supply areas can also help to decrease costs associated with treating drinking water.
Open spaces provide habitat for a variety of fish, wildlife and plant species, which increase the
ecological diversity in the town and provide opportunities for nature study and education.
The source of the baseline data for the 2013 inventory originated from the open space GIS layer that
was created for the town’s online mapping application in 2006. Applied Geographics, Inc., which hosts
Manchester’s mapping application, created a snapshot of the open space layer in the form of a
spreadsheet that was used to edit the data.
Much effort went into updating the parcel information. The primary focus was to make sure that any
newly acquired parcels were added to the map as well as those that had been inadvertently omitted. In
addition, research went into verifying management of the parcels as to determine their status under
Article 97 which adds a high level of protection to those parcels.
The updated spreadsheet was then incorporated into the live Web GIS mapping and can be viewed at:
http://host.appgeo.com/manchesterma/Map.aspx. The open space layer can be displayed by selecting
this option under “Interactive Mapping.” Parcel details can be viewed by clicking on a parcel on the
map using the “i” (information) button.
In addition, committee members and volunteers made assessments of town-owned open space parcels
for condition, use and ADA accessibility.
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This data will be used as the basis of all recreational and open space parcels going forward and will be
actively maintained and updated by the town and the OSRC.

A.

Private Parcels

A.1.

Protected Private Parcels

The following tables (5.A.1 and 5.A.2) show protected private parcels in the following categories:
1. with Conservation Restrictions held by land trusts or the Conservation Commission
2. under agricultural preservation restrictions (chapter 61 lands)
NOTE: See table legend at end of this section.
Table 5.A.1. Private parcels with Conservation Restrictions held by land trusts or the
Conservation Commission (protected)
Map/Lot
21/42
21/43
23/25
11/20
16/42
36/3
36/50
36/53
13/31
16/17
16/11
23/24
4/3
4/4
4/12
4/13
3/1
23/18
23/19
26/42
6/32
6/43
6/44
6/45
6/46
6/35
16/16

Site Name
Norton's Point
Norton's Point
Chubb Creek Marsh
Dana’s Beach
Marsh Island &
Days Creek
Long Hill
Long Hill
Long Hill
Image Hill
Marsh Island &
Days Creek
Marsh Island &
Days Creek
Chubb Creek Marsh
Coolidge Point
Coolidge Point
Coolidge Point
Coolidge Point
Coolidge Res
Chubb Creek Marsh
Chubb Creek Marsh
Highland Avenue
Kettle Cove Marsh
Kettle Cove Marsh
Kettle Cove Marsh
Kettle Cove Marsh
Kettle Cove Marsh
Kettle Cove Marsh
Marsh Island &
Days Creek

Grantor or Owner
Ann Brewer
Ann Brewer
Beach St Real Trust
COLBURN
Comb

Manager
MECT
MECT
ECGA
TTOR
MECT

Acres
0.73
0.42
2.77
31.29
0.30

Address
8 Norton's Pt
11 Norton's Pt
19 Boardman Ave
185 Summer St
9 Proctor St

Primary
Purpose
C
C
C
C
C

DeNormandie Philip
DeNormandie Philip
DeNormandie Philip
FORBES F M
Hall, Ethel Febiger

MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT

111.86
2.22
3.29
0.78
1.06

Colburn Rd
Colburn Rd
Colburn Rd
15 Old Neck Rd
17 Proctor St

C
C
C
C
C

Herter, Mary C

MECT

8.88

5 Proctor St

C

Kiley
Lastavica, Catherine
Lastavica, Catherine
LILY POND TRUST
LILY POND TRUST
LILY POND TRUST
Lovett
Riordan
Perkins, Florence
Mehlman Mary C
Pope Trust
Pope Trust
Pope Trust
Pope Trust
SALTONSTALL J C
Singing Beach LLC

ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
TTOR
MECT

0.49
3.89
6.53
10.75
3.01
4.64
8.07
1.65
7.53
5.36
0.40
0.68
1.23
2.74
3.35

23 Boardman Ave
Coolidge Pt
1 Coolidge Pt
9 Coolidge Pt
3 Coolidge Pt
11 Coolidge Pt
23 Harbor St
21 Boardman Ave
14 Highland Ave
377 Summer St
398 Summer St
389 Summer St
395 Summer St
465 Summer St
381 Summer St
13 Proctor St

C
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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Map/Lot
9/1
9/2
9/7
12/8
59/6

Site Name
Manchester Seacoast
Manchester Seacoast
Manchester Seacoast
Graves Island
Leaches Mountain

12/1

Dana’s Beach
(Graves Beach)
Image Hill
Sawmill Brook (old
Chapman's
Greenhouse)
Bigwood Road
Chubb Creek Marsh
Summer St/Blynman
Circle
Summer St/Blynman
Circle

13/33
47/1, 16,
17, 18,
19
57/2
24/28
1/113
1/8

Acres
0.09
0.05
4.98
3.73
3.73

Address
285 Summer St
291 Summer St
275 Summer St
Graves Island
148 School St

Primary
Purpose
C
C
C
C
W

28.89

195 Summer St

C

MECT
ConCom

0.81
1.25

27 Old Neck Rd
Vine St and
Norwood Ave

C
F

ConCom
ConCom
ConCom

14.02
6.87
0.46

1 Bigwood Rd
22 Boardman Ave
Blynman Circle

C
C
C

ConCom

12.67

Blynman Circle

C

Grantor or Owner
Spang
Spang
Spang
Spang
TALLETT R T &
CYNTHIA
Weems Katherine

Manager
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA

Wick Peter, Kathleen
Alex Magnuson, Rate
Realty Trust
Filias Janet M
Melissa Landsvik
Windover Summer
Street, LLC
Windover Summer
Street, LLC

TTOR

Table 5.A.2. Private parcels under agricultural preservation restrictions (chapter 61 lands)
Type of
Chapter 61 Land
Forested

Address
Old Neck Rd.

11.93

Forested

26 Old Neck Rd.

SEYMOUR/KELLY

1.57

Forested

Off Summer St.

32/130

COLE/HARDENBER

19.28

Recreational

10 Old Wenham Way

32/25

SMITH

11.43

Forested

off of Crooked Ln.

37/22

MACKINTOSH

Recreational

30 Mill St.

9/3

SHELVING ROCK TRUST

Forested

5 Ocean St.

Map/Lot
13/2

Owner
SEYMOUR/KELLY

13/9

KELLY

14/23

A.2.

Acres
1.86

9.69
39.82

Unprotected private parcels

There are several large private parcels should be considered for protection (either acquisition or a CR)
which will part of the assessment that is proposed in Goal 2 of the Seven-Year Action Plan (see
Section 9).
These include parcels in the northwest section of Manchester which are important for protecting
Manchester’s water supply. In addition this area contains Priority Habitat of Rare Species as
designated by the NHESP as well as core habitat as designated by BioMap2. (See discussion of
BioMap2 in Section 4.)
There are also large private recreational parcels that reside in both Zones 2 and 3 of Manchester’s
Water Resource Overlay Protection Districts that should be considered for additional protection.
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In addition, there is a large tract of land in the western part of Manchester—much of which is of
unknown ownership. Currently, much of this land is comprised of pristine wetlands and uplands and
should be considered for permanent protection. A section of this area is also designated as both Core
Habitat and Critical Natural Landscape by BioMap2.
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B.

Public and Nonprofit Parcels

The following tables list all properties owned by the town of Manchester or by the state (5.B.1 and 5.B.2) and those owned by land
trusts (5.B.3). All those shown in Table 5.B.3 are considered protected while the municipally- and state-owned properties are a mix of
protected parcels—in varying degrees (see “Level of Prot”)—and those with an unknown (X) status, requiring further research.
None of these parcels were funded with Self-Help or Land and Water Conservation funds.
Table 5.B.1. All municipally and state-owned parcels
Map/
Lot
43/12

5/46
6/42
7/26

Site Name
Agassiz Rock

Manager
Unknown

OS
Code
OS_T

Acres
2.25

Primary
Purpose
C

Public
Access
Y

Level of
Prot
P

Cond
Unknown

Ancient Burial
Place
Ancient Burial
Place
Black Beach

BoS

OS_T

1.30

H

Y

L

Good

Passive

BoS

OS_T

0.17

H

Y

L

Good

BoS

RL_T

1.25

Y

P/
Art 97

Good

22/34

BLACK
COVE (West
Manchester
Beach)

BoS

RL_T

0.41

R

Y

X

Poor

11/18

BRICKYARD
POND

BoS

CL_T

2.60

B

Y

P/
Art 97

Excellent

47/4

BROOK ST
PLGD (Coach
Field Plgd)

BoS

RL_T

4.90

R

Y

P/
Art 97

Good

47/5

BROOK ST
PLGD (Coach
Field Plgd)

BoS

RL_T

1.20

R

Y

P/
Art 97

Good
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Cond Comments
Presumed to be
good; part of
larger TTOR
property

Rec or Add
Use Potential
Passive

ADA
Access
Unknown

Address
School St

Zone
LCD

C

Passive

Magnolia
Ave
Summer St

Biggest potential
risk to the resource
comes from the
many rec boats
which anchor off
sand bar
Beach often
covered in
invasive algae;
steep drop off
from gate down to
beach
Pond appears to be
very clean

Passive

Black Beach

E

Passive; could
be made more
accessible to
kayakers
w/safer access

Harbor St

E

Poor - not
accessible

Summer St

A

Parking lot is
unpaved w/many
potholes; tennis
crts need
refinishing
""

Active; tennis;
playing fields

Playground

G

Some
access via
Summer St.
Good

""

Playground

G

""
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A

Poor-not
accessible
Poor-not
accessible
Poor-not
accessible

Map/
Lot
26/4

29/42
31/11
29/51

32/30

29/47

43/15
43/30
43/31
43/32
43/40
43/41
61/11

61/18

Site Name
Brookwood
Cons Area

Manager
ConCom

OS
Code
CL_T

Acres
1.01

Primary
Purpose
B

Public
Access
Y

Level of
Prot
P/
Art 97

4.73

B

Y

""

CL_T

3.64

B

Y

""

ConCom

CL_T

1.42

C

Y

P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97

Cond Comments
Undisturbed, very
few trails; would
benefit from
boundary markers
to deter
encroachment
""

Rec or Add
Use Potential
Passive; great
potential for
hiking paths

Address
Highland
Ave

Zone
C

ADA
Access
Not
accessible

Brookwood
Cons Area
Brookwood
Cons Area
Brookwood
Path
Subdivision
Open Space
Brookwood
Path Subdiv
Open Space
Brookwood
Path Subdiv
Open Space
(Great Hill
Cons Area)
CATHEDRA
L PINES
CATHEDRA
L PINES
CATHEDRA
L PINES
CATHEDRA
L PINES
CATHEDRA
L PINES
CATHEDRA
L PINES
CEDAR
SWAMP
CONS AREA

ConCom

CL_T

""

Woodland

C

""

ConCom

""

""

C

""

""

""

""

Ox Pasture
Rd
Jersey Ln

C

""

ConCom

CL_T

10.07

C

Y

P/
Art 97

""

""

""

Crooked Ln

C

""

ConCom

CL_T

6.65

C

Y

P/
Art 97

""

""

""

Walker Rd

C

""

ConCom

CL_T

0.86

B

Y

X

Good

Passive

School St

LCD

B

Y

X

Good

Dog waste and
litter observed
""

Passive

LCD

Y

X

Good

""

Passive

LCD

""

B

Y

Good

""

Passive

LCD

""

1.45

B

Y

P/
Art 97
X

Good

""

Passive

LCD

""

CL_T

1.73

B

Y

X

Good

""

Passive

LCD

""

ConCom

CL_T

1.55

B

Y

P/
Art 97

Excellent

Passive

LCD

Very
limited

ConCom

CL_T

14.25

B

Y

P/
Art 97

Excellent

Trails maintained
by MECT as part
of the Man-Essex
Woods (aka
Wilderness Cons
Area)
""

Old School
St
Old School
St
Old School
St
Old School
St
Old School
St
Cedar
Swamp

Not
accessible
""

ConCom

CL_T

4.86

ConCom

CL_T

1.96

ConCom

CL_T

0.60

ConCom

CL_T

ConCom

CEDAR
SWAMP
CONSAREA

LCD

""
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Cond
Excellent
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Passive

Cedar
Swamp

Map/
Lot
61/21

Site Name
CEDAR
SWAMP
CONS AREA
CEDAR
SWAMP
CONS AREA
CENTRAL
POND

Manager
ConCom

OS
Code
CL_T

Acres
2.88

ConCom

CL_T

BoS

CHEEVER
COMMONS
CONS AREA
Dexter Pond
Cons Area
Dexter Pond
Cons Area

11/19

11/1

61/3

53/28

60/50

36/13
36/8

11/2
5/15
5/36
5/37
5/9
1/95

62/4
62/6

Primary
Purpose
B

Public
Access
Y

Level of
Prot
X

Cond
Excellent

Cond Comments
""

Rec or Add
Use Potential
Passive

14.26

B

Y

RL_T

1.61

R

ConCom

CL_T

37.33

ConCom

CL_T

ConCom

Eaglehead
Wildlife Study
Area

P/
Art 97

Excellent

""

Y

X

Poor

B

Y

P/
Art 97

Excellent

Need to assess
dam and culvert as
well as revetments
Has been subject
to some vandalism

9.96

B

Y

CL_T

10.20

B

Y

P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97

Fair to
Good
Fair to
Good

School
Com

OS_T

27.55

Q

Y

L

Good

Forest Street
Triangle
Forest Street
Triangle
Gloucester
Border
Gloucester
Border
Gloucester
Border
Gloucester
Border
Gray's Beach
Landing

BoS

RL_T

0.41

R

Y

X

BoS

RL_T

1.48

R

Y

X

BoS

OS_T

0.56

Y

X

BoS

OS_T

4.16

Y

X

BoS

OS_T

1.99

Y

X

BoS

OS_T

0.54

Y

X

BoS

RL_T

0.39

R

Y

X

GREAT HILL
CONS AREA
GREAT HILL
CONS AREA

ConCom

CL_T

4.62

C

Y

ConCom

CL_T

6.10

C

Y

P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
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Address
Cedar
Swamp

Zone
LCD

ADA
Access
""

Passive

Cedar
Swamp

LCD

""

Passive

Elm St

LCD

Passive

Rte 128

LCD

Sidewalk
access for
views
Very
limited

""

Passive

Colburn Rd

C

Passive

Colburn Rd

C

Passive

Summer St

E

Very
limited

Good

No signage
because of past
vandalism; no trail
markers; need for
trail maintenance
Some trash and
remains of fires
observed; potential
vernal pool
Small green area

Forest St

A

Limited

Good

Small green area

Open space
vista
Open space
vista

Summer St

E

Limited

Gloucester
Line
Gloucester
Line
Magnolia
Ave
Big Rock Rd

C

C

Passive

Raymond St

C

Not
accessible
Not
accessible
Not
accessible
Not
accessible
Poor

Passive

Woodland

C

Passive

Woodland

C

Poor

Property not
maintained; no
public parking
beyond landing
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C
C

Partially
accessible
""

Not
accessible
""

Map/
Lot
U/16

Site Name
Hatch
Property

Manager
ConCom

OS
Code
CL_T

Acres
2.0

JACK'S HILL
Cons Area
KETTLE
COVE
MARSH
KETTLE
COVE
MARSH
LITTLE
CROW
ISLAND
Lobster Cove
Beach

ConCom

CL_T

13.78

BoS

RL_T

0.07

BoS

RL_T

BoS

36/49
32/137

59/7
6/29

8/5

8/4

18/25

1/59

Primary
Purpose
C

Public
Access
Y

Level of
Prot
P/
Art 97

Rec or Add
Use Potential
Passive

Address
Woodland

Zone
C

Y

X

Passive

off Rt. 128

A

R

Y

L

Good

Phragmites
observed

Passive

Ocean St

E

Not
accessible

0.08

R

Y

L

Good

""

""

Ocean St

E

Not
accessible

RL_T

2.05

R

Y

L

Fair

Passive

Ocean St

E

Poor

Y

X

Good

Only small
footpath on
property
Fairly clean but
some trash
observed.

BoS

RL_T

0.72

R

Lobster Cove
Beach

E

Not
accessible

C

Y

Excellent

Colburn Rd

C

1.11

X

Y

P/
Art 97
X

Passive; nonmotorized
boating,
swimming
Passive

Long Hill

ConCom

CL_T

9.31

Lot adjacent to
Wolf Hill
Magnolia Park
(Surf Park)

BoS

OS_T

Pine St

A

BoS

CR_T

1.36

R

Y

P/
Art 97

Excellent

Cond

(USH
GRANT:
Type – S)

Cond Comments
Parcel has not
been surveyed but
is crossed by an
old cart path

ADA
Access
X

well maintained,
clean with paved
paths in excellent
conditions and
undamaged
wooden sitting
benches
Bandstand has a
few broken
floorboards and
broken rail; some
debris observed

Passive

56 Raymond
St

G

Good

Active and
Passive

Beach St

E

Passive

Woodland

LCD

""

Woodland

LCD

Partially
accessibleplans
underway
for paths to
be
upgraded
Not
accessible
""

16/34

Masconomo
PARK

BoS

RL_T

6.74

R

Y

P/
Art 97

Good

60/57

Millstone Hill
Cons Area
Millstone Hill
Cons Area
Millstone Hill
Cons Area
Millstone Hill
Cons Area

ConCom

CL_T

1.44

B

Y

X

Excellent

ConCom

CL_T

1.18

B

Y

X

""

Part of Man-Essex
Woods
""

ConCom

CL_T

9.90

B

Y

P

""

""

""

Woodland

LCD

""

ConCom

CL_T

4.12

B

Y

X

""

""

""

Woodland

LCD

""

60/64
61/14
61/20
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Map/
Lot
58/55

Primary
Purpose
C

Public
Access
Y

6.79

C

Y

CL_T

2.10

C

Y

ConCom

CL_T

6.60

B

Y

ConCom

CL_T

8.54

B

Y

ConCom

CL_T

11.97

B

Y

ConCom

CL_T

0.01

B

Y

ConCom

CL_T

0.25

B

Y

ConCom

CL_T

18.45

B

Y

16/36

Powder House
Hill
Powder House
Hill
Powder House
Hill
Powder House
Hill
Powder House
Hill
REED PARK

BoS

RL_T

0.35

R

Y

16/37

REED PARK

BoS

RL_T

0.13

R

Y

37/40

ROUTE 128
BUFFER
ROUTE 128
BUFFER
ROUTE 128
BUFFER
ROUTE 128
BUFFER
SINGING
BEACH

Unknown

CL_T

.50

C

Y

ConCom

CL_T

4.19

C

Y

ConCom

CL_T

1.53

C

Y

ConCom

CL_T

3.20

C

Y

BoS

RL_T

12.20

R

Y

58/56
58/57
41/59

41/96
42/10
42/30
42/31
42/4

37/10
63/25
63/26
17/24

Site Name
Moses Hill
Cons Area
Moses Hill
Cons Area
Moses Hill
Cons Area
Powder House
Hill

Manager
ConCom

OS
Code
CL_T

Acres
0.98

ConCom

CL_T

ConCom
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Level of
Prot
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97

Cond
Good

Cond Comments

Rec or Add
Use Potential

Good
Good

Address
58R Pleasant
St
58R Pleasant
St
58R Pleasant
St
Pleasant St

B

ADA
Access
Not
accessible
""

B

""

B

Zone
B

Excellent

Needs new trail
markers and
mapping; new
vernal pool sign

Passive;
walking

P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97

""

""

""

Pleasant St

B

Very
limited;
may have
potential
via
Newport
Park
""

""

""

""

Pleasant St

B

""

""

""

""

Pleasant St

B

""

""

""

""

Pleasant St

B

""

""

""

""

Pleasant St

B

""

Good

Seawall storm
damage and
erosion are visible
on top of wall

Passive;
boating (dock)

Reed Park

G

P/
Art 97
X

Good

""

""

Beach St

E

Poor: paths
are fine but
need
improvement
""

Unknown

Viewscape
only
""

Forest Ln

A

""

Preserved mostly
for its viewscape
""

Forest Ln

A

Not
accessible
""

""

""

""

Pine St

LCD

""

""

""

""

Pine St

LCD

""

Good

Some beach
erosion; damage to
seawall in 2013

Passive; nonmotorized
boating,
swimming

121 Beach St

E

Good

P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
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Map/
Lot
11/17

Site Name
SWEENEY
PARK

Manager
BoS

OS
Code
CL_T

Acres
12.62

Primary
Purpose
R

Public
Access
Y

Level of
Prot
P/
Art 97

22/16

TUCKS
POINT

BoS

RL_T

5.16

R

Y

P/
Art 97

Excellent

22/17

TUCKS
POINT
WEEMS
CONS AREA

BoS

RL_T

0.26

R

Y

Excellent

ConCom

CL_T

12.30

B

Y

P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97

Excellent

8/3

WHITE
BEACH

BoS

RL_T

1.70

R

Y

P

Good

27/12

WINTHROP
FIELD

BoS and
School
Com

OS_T

12.90

R

Y

L

Excellent

32/28

ConCom

CL_T

2.367

C

Y

ConCom

CL_T

2.17

B

Y

ConCom

CL_T

10.60

B

Y

Mass

CL_S

7.57

C

Y

P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
P/
Art 97
X

37/75

Wyman Hill
Cons Area
Wyman Hill
Cons Area
Wyman Hill
Cons Area
JACK'S HILL
Cons Area
Rt 128 Buffer

CL_S

0.83

C

Y

37/76

Rt 128 Buffer

Mass,
EOTC
Mass,
EOTC

CL_S

2.39

C

Y

14/22

64/12
64/24
59/8
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Cond
Good

Cond Comments
Whole area
surrounded by
wetlands which
have been
encroached upon
over time by
mowing to close to
the edge
In one location,
two of the bottom
tier granite blocks
of the seawall
have been
dislodged

Rec or Add
Use Potential
Active

ADA
Access
Poorparking lot
unpaved, no
marked
handicap
space, no
smooth
pathways.
Partially
accessible.
Paths,
parking are
good, some
areas not
accessible.
""

Address
113 Summer
St

Zone
A

Passive; nonmotorized
boating, beach
activities;
picnicking

17 Tuck's Pt
Rd

E

""

""

E

no trails;
undisturbed
upland woodlands
some vandalism
and dog waste
observed

Passive;
hiking nature
study
Passive; nonmotorized
boating,
swimming,
scuba

17 Tuck's Pt
Rd
Summer St

A

Not
accessible

White Beach

E

One broken drain
cover in center of
the field sched to
be fixed by
Winthrop Field
Com this year

Passive

Bridge St

C

Poor: no
ADA
spaces, has
ramp to
Beach but
needs
updating.
Limited

Woodland

C

Woodland

C

Not
accessible
""

Crooked Ln

C

""

off Rt. 128

A

X

off Rt. 128

A

X

off Rt. 128

A

Not
accessible
Not
accessible
""
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Table 5.B.2 Town-owned Cemeteries
Map/
Lot
52/42
49/18
48/1

40/10

58/57

Site Name
1661
Cemetery
Union
Cemetery
Rosedale
Cemetery

Manager
DPW

OS
Code
OS_T

Acres
.89

Primary
Purpose
OCemetery
OCemetery
OCemetery

Public
Access
Y

Level of
Prot
P

Cond
Good

DPW

OS_T

.58

Y

P

Good

DPW

OS_T

5.26

Y

P

Rosedale
Extension
Cemetery
Pleasant
Grove
Cemetery

DPW

OS_T

3.33

OCemetery

Y

DPW

OS_T

9.41

OCemetery

Y

Address
Summer and Wash
Streets
School St.

Zone
G

Good

School St and
Rosedale Ave.

D

P

Good

No. of Pleasant St.

D

P

Good

Pine and Pleasant St.

B

ADA
Access

D

Table 5.B.3 Protected open space parcels owned by non-profits (land trusts)
Map/
Lot
37/11
37/37
37/38
37/39
37/46
37/47
37/48
37/69
37/33
37/41
37/77
23/22
28/34
31/8
27/1
61/1

Site Name
Cranberry Pd & Rattlesnake Den
Cranberry Pd & Rattlesnake Den
Cranberry Pd & Rattlesnake Den
Cranberry Pd & Rattlesnake Den
Cranberry Pd & Rattlesnake Den
Cranberry Pd & Rattlesnake Den
Cranberry Pd & Rattlesnake Den
Cranberry Pd & Rattlesnake Den
ROUTE 128 BUFFER
ROUTE 128 BUFFER
ROUTE 128 BUFFER
Welch Conservation Area
BENNETTS BROOK SALT MARSH
Brookwood Cons Area
C.B. Winthrop Nature Preserve
Cedar Swamp Cons Area

Owner/
Manager
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
ECGA
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
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Acres
9.45
22.00
1.17
.50
0.18
1.52
1.26
10.53
6.413
0.98
3.34
2.35
0.30
4.62
7.60
25.67

Primary
Purpose
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
B
B

Public
Access
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Address
Forest Ln
Forest Ln
Forest Ln
Forest Ln
Forest Ln
Forest Ln
Forest Ln
Forest Ln
Forest Ln
Forest Ln
Rt 128
25 Boardman Ave
Bennett St
5 Ox Pasture Rd
Jersey Ln
Cedar Swamp
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Zone
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
E
G
C
C
LCD

Map/
Lot
60/55
64/1
32/26
32/27
16/35
33/8
6/28
6/30
7/18
6/47
60/20
60/58
60/60
60/62
31/1
41/35
64/9
60/48
60/51
60/61
60/63
61/15
64/31
64/8
64/13
64/22
64/23
20/25

Site Name
Cheever Commons Cons Area
Dug Hill-Spruce Swamp Area
Great Hill Cons Area
Great Hill Cons Area
HARBOR MUDFLATS
Hooper Trask Pasture
Kettle Cove Marsh
Kettle Cove Marsh
Kettle Cove Marsh
Kettle Cove Marsh
Millets Brook Reservation
Millstone Hill Cons Area
Millstone Hill Cons Area
Millstone Hill Cons Area
Owls Nest Woodland & Nature Pres
Powder House Hill
Round Pond-Maple Swamp WTSD
Wilderness Conservation Area
Wilderness Conservation Area
Wilderness Conservation Area
Wilderness Conservation Area
Wilderness Conservation Area
Wilderness Conservation Area
Wilderness Conservation Area
Wyman Hill Cons Area
Wyman Hill Cons Area
Wyman Hill Cons Area
House Island

3/15
37/1
43/1
43/10
43/11
43/13
43/14
43/16
43/2
43/4

Kettle Island
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock

Owner/
Manager
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
MECT
Mass Audubon/
MECT
Mass Audubon
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
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Acres
34.80
32.03
5.08
2.21
0.10
23.50
2.77
0.11
1.22
1.30
13.00
1.70
2.00
0.70
23.70
9.19
.21
18.62
24.94
3.47
15.29
32.20
8.87
5.77
32.5
13.60
6.72
8.00
10.00
7.00
0.57
4.90
3.72
2.72
46.80
1.21
27.34
5.90

Primary
Purpose
B
B
C
X
C
C
B
B
B
C
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
B
C
B
Q

Public
Access
Y
Y
X
X
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

Address
Old Rd to Essex
Dug Hill
Woodland
Woodland
Beach St
26 Magnolia Ave
Ocean St
Ocean St
Summer St
92 Ocean St
Old Essex Rd
Woodland
Woodland
Woodland
Ox Pasture Rd
Woodland
Woodland
Rte 128
Old Essex Rd
Old Essex Rd
Old Essex Rd
Old Rd to Essex
Pine St
Woodland
Woodland
Woodland
Woodland
House Island

Zone
LCD
LCD
C
C
E
C
E
E
E
E
B
LCD
LCD
LCD
C
B
C
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
C
C
C
n/a

Q
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Kettle Island
Atwater Ave
School St
School St
School St
School St
School St
School St
School St
School St

n/a
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
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Map/
Lot
43/5
43/6
43/9
4/10
4/2
4/5
4/8
3/2
3/25
3/6

Site Name
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock
Agassiz Rock
Coolidge Res
Coolidge Res
Coolidge Res
Coolidge Res
Coolidge Res (Ocean Lawn)
Coolidge Res (Ocean Lawn)
Coolidge Res (Observatory Lot)

Owner/
Manager
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR
TTOR

Acres
1.70
0.90
0.90
5.03
10.97
16.27
3.25
5.34
29.96
2.70

Primary
Purpose
C
C
C
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Public
Access
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Address
School St
School St
School St
17A Coolidge Pt
17 Raymond St
2 Coolidge Pt
Raymond St
21 Coolidge Pt
15 Coolidge Pt
17 Coolidge Pt

Zone
LCD
LCD
LCD
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Tables Legend
OS Code
Conservation Land Privately Owned
Conservation Land State Owned
Conservation Land Town Owned
Conservation Restriction Privately Held
Conservation Restriction Town
Recreation Land Privately Owned
Recreation Land Town Owned
Town Owned Open Space
Level of Protection
P
In perpetuity
P/Art 97
Protected under Article 97
T
Term limited
L
Limited
N
None
X
Unknown

CL_PO
CL_S
CL_T
CR_PH
CR_T
RL_P
RL_T
OS_T

ECGA
MECT
TTOR

Essex County Greenbelt Assoc.
Manchester Essex Conservation Trust
Trustees of Reservations
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R
C
B
H
A
W
S
F
U
O
X
Y
L

Primary Purpose
Recreation (activities are facility based)
Conservation (activities are non-facility based)
Recreation and Conservation
Historic/Cultural
Agriculture
Water Supply Protection
Scenic (official designation only)
Flood Control
Site is underwater
Other
Unknown
Public Access
Yes, open to public
N Not open to public
Limited (members only)
X Unknown
Note: Public Access means legal public access

Manager
BoS
ConCom
School Com
DPW

Manchester Board of Selectmen
Manchester Conservation Commission
School Committee
Manchester Dept of Public Works
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Section 6:
A.

COMMUNITY VISION

Description of Process

The Open Space and Recreation Plan (OSRP) Committee used several sources for input into the new
plan. When the committee was formed in 2012, it used the 2005 Draft Plan as a starting point.
Individuals were tasked with researching and updating sections of the 2005 Draft Plan, which involved
outreach to a number of town committees, town departments and conservation groups including the
Manchester Dept. of Public Works, the ADA Advisory Committee, the Manchester-Essex
Conservation Trust (MECT), the Board of Health, the Parks & Recreation Dept., the Planning Board,
the Manchester Coastal Stream Team and others.
Although there was a public survey in 2010 with results included in Appendix B, the survey was reexecuted to have more current data. The new public survey was made available to residents both online
(using Survey Monkey) and in hard copy form in April of 2013. The availability of the survey was
publicized in the local newspaper (Manchester Cricket) and the MECT newsletter along with emailings to the town’s Parks and Recreation e-mail list, the town website, Manchester Coastal Stream
Team members and others. Hard copies of the survey were distributed at Town Meeting and were
made available at Town Hall. The survey was closed at the end of May 2013. Below is a summary of
the survey results (full survey responses are included in Appendix B):







Over 80% of respondents thought preserving Open Space was Very Important
Over 50% of respondents would like to see Open Space preserved for specific uses
o The top four uses with over 70% of respondents each were:
 Trails and Hiking
 Water Supply Protection
 Wildlife & Habitat Protection
 Aesthetics and Scenic Resources.
The most popular recreational activities with respondents participating more than 10 times per
year were:
o Hiking/Walking/Running
o Swimming
o Road Bicycling
o Athletic Team Activities
o Informal Athletic Activities
o Organized Recreation Activities
o Sailing
The most popular areas that respondents used more than 6 times per year were:
o Singing Beach
o Masconomo Park
o Tuck’s Point
o Sweeney Park
o White Beach
o Black Beach
o Coach Field Playground
o Chebacco Woods
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In the comments of the respondents who replied to the open-ended question about recreational
facilities that should be added or improved, the following areas were mentioned most often:
o Athletic Fields
o Bicycling
o Boating
o Walking/Hiking/Trails
o Areas for Dogs
o Parks/Playground
o Rest Facilities
o Beaches
o Conservation/Wildlife/Water Quality

A public meeting was held in June of 2013 to solicit community input—especially for the purposes of
gathering thoughts and opinions that would eventually provide input to the plan’s goals and objectives.
Sections 6, 7 and 8 (Community Vision, Analysis of Needs and Goals and Objectives) from the 2005
Draft Plan were used as starting points to solicit responses from meeting participants. (A PowerPoint
presentation that was created for the meeting is included in Appendix B.)
Much of the discussion at this meeting centered around the Goals and Objectives section of the 2005
Draft Plan. Participants expressed their opinions as to whether or not these goals should still be
considered high priority, needed revision, were still relevant or had already been accomplished.
Additional goals to include in the plan were also noted. Not surprisingly, meeting participants were
reluctant to remove most of the goals and objectives stated in the 2005 Draft Plan.
After the public meeting, several members of the OSRP Committee compiled the public comments in
order to create a framework for Section 6, 7 and 8 of the new plan. The OSRP Committee met in July
of 2013 to analyze the public input in order to create specific goals and objectives for the plan. The
biggest challenge was to create an organized and realistic set of goals and objectives that reflected the
needs of the community.

B.

Statement of Open Space and Recreation Goals

The following are the overarching goals that were gleaned from public surveys, public meetings and
input from OSRP Committee members:





Protect the town’s natural resources for the purposes of clean drinking water, wildlife habitat,
and passive recreation. Promote stewardship of these resources through better management,
outreach and education.
Promote and support active recreation through the improvement of recreational facilities,
creation of a more pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly town, and the acquisition of property for
development of additional playing fields.
Promote the use of the town harbor for recreational purposes and support improvements that
would enhance the public’s access to water-related activities.
Improve ADA access at all town-owned parks and recreational facilities.
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Section 7:

ANALYSIS OF NEED

Along with the data collected during the Community Vision process (as described in Section VI), other
sources of information and means used to arrive at the Analysis of Needs included:
 Follow-up OSRP Committee meetings;
 Receipt of the new BioMap2 report for the town, associated maps and a letter from an ecologist

with the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) program as to how
BioMap2 could be used to prioritize open space needs for Manchester (see Appendix F).
 Input from the town’s Director of Parks and Recreation and the Town Harbormaster
The summaries of Resource Protection Needs and Community’s Needs sections (presented below) are
based on information from the 2005 Draft Plan along with the 2010 and 2013 residents’ questionnaire
and public meetings.
The consolidated community input can be sorted in three broad categories of needs which are carried
over into the Goals and Objectives section:
 Resource Protection Needs
 Community Needs
 Management Needs

A.

Summary of Resource Protection Needs

Manchester has an abundance of protected open space that helps safeguard our natural resources for
clean water and wildlife habitat. There are, however, areas that should be considered for acquisition or
for further protection through conservation restrictions in order to protect our drinking water supply.
The town owns a fair amount of open space and much of this is under the management of the
Manchester Conservation Commission; however, active management of these conservation lands has
been lacking. The Conservation Commission is tasked with reviewing and issuing a great number of
wetlands permits, leaving an inadequate amount of time for open space management. It is clear that
there’s a need for additional involvement in managing these lands.
The following summarizes the Resource Protection Needs of the town:
1. Increase safeguards for the town’s water supply, especially in the Gravelly Pond/Round Pond
watershed and the watershed of the Lincoln Street aquifer (see Maps 5, 5a, 6 and 7)
2. Identify and protect important wildlife habitat and natural resource areas.
3. Proactively manage town-owned open space parcels.
4. Improve the town’s open space parcels for walking, hiking, and environmental studies.
5. Increase public awareness of the town’s open space parcels.
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B.

Summary of Community’s Needs

The Massachusetts Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan 2012 (SCORP) 20 is a planning
document created by the state and updated every five years that assesses available recreational
resources in the state, its needs, and identifies the gaps between the two. The 2012 plan includes results
of surveys given to public officials, land trusts, public meetings and resident phone surveys covering
two categories: current supply and demand for outdoor recreation.
A notable finding cited in SCORP’s Public Officials Survey was that for adults, hiking and walking
trails were by far the most popular recreational facility. Survey results indicated that trails are the “type
of facility that has increased the most in popularity over the past five years, as well as the activity that
respondents believe will increase the most in popularity over the next five years.” The popularity of
hiking and walking aligns closely with the popularity of these activities in Manchester.
According to the 2013 Public Survey (see Appendix B), Manchester residents cited (in order of
popularity) hiking/walking/running, swimming, bicycling, athletic team activities, informal athletic
activities, organized recreational activities and sailing as the most popular activities.
Facilities that were most often named in Manchester as either needing improvement or a desire for
additional facilities were athletic fields, bicycling, boating, walking/hiking/trails, dog parks, parks and
playgrounds, rest facilities, beaches and conservation/wildlife/water quality.
The Seven-Year Action Plan (see Section 9) includes goals and actions to address the needs identified
in the 2013 Public Survey. The popularity of hiking, walking and running will be addressed by
improving trail access, creating better trail maps, public outreach regarding existing trails and walking
areas and creating management plans for town-owned open space parcels. In addition, work being
undertaken by Manchester’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee will improve and address safety issues and
access for in-town pedestrians and cyclists.

In regard to athletic fields, the Manchester-Essex Playing Fields Committee issued a report in 2009 of
recreational needs for the two towns which resulted in a list of recommendations (see Appendix G).
As a supplement to those needs outlined in the plan, the Playing Fields Committee has also concluded
that there are several recreational programs that take place outside of Manchester due to lack of field
space. There are two well organized programs that, with adequate field space, could run practices and
games in Manchester. These include:



Flag Football: Manchester players (approx 60- 80 boys) are part of Hamilton-Wenham's or
Beverly's flag football program. This program runs throughout the fall on fields in Hamilton,
Wenham & Beverly.
Lacrosse: Manchester players (over 100 boys & girls) are part of a program that runs out of
Gloucester. The program runs in the spring and fall on fields in Gloucester.

There is already a shortage of field space in Manchester given the existing programs that use town
fields. It is the Playing Fields Committee’s opinion that Manchester needs one more multipurpose field
20

SCORP 2012: http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/eea/dcs/scorp-2012-final.pdf
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and a full sized baseball field to meet the present needs of both in-town and those playing in other
towns.
Recent improvements to Sweeney Park in 2012 include the improvement of the back field to a
regulation “skinned-infield” softball field and the addition of a concessions-stand and a press-booth at
the front field used by Little League.
The active recreation needs of the town are
being met to a large degree with the
formation of the Parks and Recreation
Department in 2002. Programming has
increased dramatically since then and the
year-round Parks and Recreation Director
and staff creates and coordinates the
recreational programs in town, adjusting
and adding programs as needed. The
programming has been developed and
modified since the department’s beginning
to complement other programs in the
Sweeney Park
areas, such as those offered by the local
athletic club or the Cape Ann YMCA.
Although Manchester is a comparatively wealthy community, there are families that can’t afford the
cost of some of the programs; therefore, the Parks and Recreation Department offers discounts (as
much as 75%) for all programs that are run by staff.
Along with providing services, the Manchester Council on Aging (COA) organizes many activities for
seniors. Yoga, Zumba and Strong Women classes are offered on a regular basis (typically weekly)
depending on the availability of the venues. Most recently, the COA is partnering with the YMCA and
Addison Gilbert Hospital by offering Longevity Training classes. For all programs, the COA offers
free van transportation to residents of Manchester.
Taking into account the public surveys, public meetings, input from various town department and
committees, the following is a summary of Community Needs:
1. Enhance passive recreation and nature study; promotion of awareness through environmental
outreach
2. Promote active recreation, especially in regard to creating additional playing fields
3. Promote and enhance of water-related activities
4. Promote an awareness of the aesthetic environment
5. Further implement an ADA Transition Plan at designated areas.

C.

Management Needs, Potential Change of Use

Since many open space and recreation issues have overlapping management interests, it is a prudent
strategy to organize a standing OSRP Committee comprised of representatives from existing town
boards and committees. With some issues, such as water quality and protection, it may be necessary to
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develop separate committees or boards. As the standing OSRP Committee is formed, town board and
committee members should identify and discuss any duplication or shortcoming of resource
management in order to develop strategies to minimize those issues.
One overall priority management need is to establish methods to monitor conservation and recreation
properties. Addressing this need will require collaboration between the town, town committees,
conservation groups, and possibly law enforcement officials.
Another priority is to develop better means of maintaining inventories of open space and recreational
parcels in a format that can be used for displaying and updating OSRP parcels on the town’s online
GIS mapping application. In turn, this data should be submitted to the state for regular updates to their
GIS data. Ideally, parcel information from private land trusts (MECT, Essex County Greenbelt, The
Trustees of Reservations, and others) would be incorporated and updated on a regular basis. The
maintenance of this data is critical to making informed decision as to what parcels may need further
protection or management. Having this data available in GIS will allow the town to overlay it with
information from MassGIS including BioMap2, Estimated and Priority Habitats, and more.
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Section 8:

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goals and objectives described below are the result of careful consideration by members of the
Open Space and Recreation Plan (OSRP) ad-hoc committee — taking into account public surveys;
input from public meetings; input from individual residents, town boards and committees, and town
employees. In addition, goals and objectives that were identified in the 2005 Draft OSRP were
carefully considered.
There was no lack of ideas as to what the town should undertake as part of this plan and in the end the
OSRP ad hoc committee was tasked with paring down the goals to those that were truly relevant to
open space and recreation and objectives that were measurable and achievable.
The Goals and Objectives are summarized below and detailed further in Section IX:
GOAL 1: Ensure that the objectives and actions identified in the Open Space and Recreation Plan
(OSRP) are implemented and that the plan is updated as needed for resubmission in 2021.
Objectives:
a. Create a permanent Open Space and Recreation Committee (OSRC) that will be charged
with overseeing the plan and working with other boards and committees in the town to
accomplish the Seven-Year Action Plan.
GOAL 2: Protect Land Significant to Drinking Water Protection, Wildlife Habitat and Natural
Resource Protection.
Objectives:
a. Identify the high-priority parcels that are not currently protected for potential acquisition or
protection by other means.
b. Initiate steps to protect these high-priority parcels.
c. Maintain records of protected/unprotected parcels.
d. Create a Regional Water Resources Group for the purposes of protecting water supplies
across municipalities.
e. Install permanent survey monuments demarcating the 400-foot radius around the Lincoln
Street well.
f. Support the donation or acquisition of land from the Donovan parcel for watershed
protection and passive recreation.
GOAL 3: Manage existing town-owned or town-managed open space parcels for the purposes of safe
and enjoyable public access and the protection of natural resources and wildlife habitat.
Objectives:
a. Identify all town-owned or town-managed open space parcels that need more attention
regarding maintenance of vegetation, trails, signage, etc.
b. Create plans for each property to improve access, manage invasive species, create trails,
etc.
c. Work with local land trust and conservation organizations such as the Manchester Essex
Conservation Trust (MECT), the Essex County Greenbelt Association and The Trustees of
Reservations in those areas that have multiple owners. The Wilderness Conservation Area
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and West Manchester Woods are examples of interlocking trust lands that should be
managed cooperatively.
GOAL 4: Promote awareness, enjoyment and stewardship of Manchester’s open space parcels and
natural resources through outreach and education.
Objectives:
a. Create a webpage containing information about the town’s open space and recreation
parcels including trail maps, events sponsored by the OSRC, etc.
b. Create trail maps of existing town-owned open space for use by the public.
c. Plan and hold events that would enhance and promote town-owned open space.
d. Promote awareness and recognition of the state BioMap2 and what it means to biodiversity
and how this relates to Manchester’s open space parcels.
e. Initiate an outreach program to local school and youth groups to encourage environmental
education and an appreciation of Manchester’s natural resources.
GOAL 5: Identify the town’s recreational needs and create actions plans to address those needs.
Objectives:
a. Create an inventory of all existing town-owned recreational areas including playing fields,
parks and beaches with an assessment of each one.
b. Prioritize those recreational parcels that will need improvement or repairs over the next
seven years.
c. Support the creation of additional playing fields in the town.
d. Continue to explore and implement ways to make Manchester more bicycle- and
pedestrian-friendly.
e. Help implement Safe Routes to School project at Memorial School, which includes
sidewalks along Summer and Lincoln streets, sidewalks and crosswalks to the school
entrance, signage and lights and other improvements.
f. Create a project plan for improvements to three downtown intersections at
Washington/Beach; School/Central; and Pine/Union/Bennett and including a conceptual
design and source of funding. Obtain funding for these improvements.
g. Develop an interactive website that shows points of interest, parking, walking and biking
routes, bike stores, and perhaps restaurants and stores, with an additional reporting feature.
h. Develop in-town walking paths within Manchester (e.g., from train station and parking lots
to Singing Beach and other locations)
i. Map in-town walking paths within Manchester (e.g., from train station and parking lots to Singing
Beach and other locations)

j. Catalog town infrastructure improvements needed for safer biking and walking to include
sidewalks, crosswalks, signage, speed limits and bike lanes.
GOAL 6: Promote the use and improvement of the town-owned waterfront resources for the purposes
of water-related activities.
Objectives:
a. Create an inventory of all existing town-owned docks and piers that are accessible to the
public and assess and document conditions of each.
b. Create a plan for enhancing Manchester’s public waterfront use and access.
c. Improve town launch facilities to encourage use of the town’s waterfront.
d. Expand Reed Park floats to create transient dockage for which the town can charge a fee.
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e. Construct a small boat launching facility at Tuck’s Point.
GOAL 7: Continue to advocate for accessibility by ensuring that town officials, boards and
committees are aware of ADA requirements and that ADA considerations are incorporated into town
projects.
Objectives:
a. Update the ADA Transition Plan to identify all town-owned areas where accessibility could
be achieved in order to allow all residents the use of the area.
b. Follow through on actions identified in the transition plan.
c. Provide better communication with town boards and departments with regard to ADA
requirements, regulation changes, etc.
d. Participate in research, planning and monitoring for Phase II of the Downtown
Improvement Project (DIP) to guarantee that all routes meet Mass. accessibility standards.
e. Reassess all town-owned recreational sites to ensure that accessibility is being maintained
and identify where it is lacking.
f. Continue annual Access Awards to honor town businesses who create accessible “approach
– enter – exit” opportunities for residents.
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Section 9:

SEVEN-YEAR ACTION PLAN

The following table includes each Goal and Objective identified in this plan, all actions associated with each, the responsible parties
for accomplishing the actions and the timeframe (schedule) for completing the actions. Highlights of the Seven-Year Action Plan are
shown on Map 11.
Schedule indicates the year that the action is targeted for completion, unless a range of years is listed. “Ongoing” indicates an
activity which will need ongoing monitoring, updating, etc.
Responsibility indicates primary responsibility for seeing that the action is completed (in bold) followed by town departments
or committees that will have some level of involvement. It is assumed that all action items will be monitored by the newly
formed Open Space and Recreation Committee (OSRC).
Acronyms used in the Seven-Year Action Plan (below)
ADA – Manchester ADA Advisory Committee
BOS – Manchester Board of Selectmen
BPC – Manchester Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee
CATS – Cape Ann Trail Stewards
ConCom – Manchester Conservation Commission
DCSG – Grants from Mass Dept of Conservation Services
DIPC – Downtown Improvement Project Committee
DPW – Manchester Dept of Public Works
DFASC – Donovan Fields Ad-Hoc Study Committee
HM – Manchester Harbormaster’s Office
HAC – Harbor Advisory Committee
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LLTs – Local land trusts including Essex County Greenbelt,
Manchester Essex Conservation Trust, Mass Audubon, The Trustees
of Reservations, et al.
MOSF – Man Open Space Fund managed by the ConCom
MERSD – Manchester Essex Regional School District
MET – Mass Environmental Trust General Grants
OSRC – Open Space and Recreation Committee
OSRPC – Open Space and Recreation Plan ad-hoc Committee
PRD – Manchester Parks and Recreation Dept.
PRC – Manchester Parks and Recreation Commission
MRTP – Massachusetts Recreational Trails Program
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Seven-Year Action Plan
Goals and Objectives
GOAL 1: Ensure that the
objectives and actions
identified in the Open
Space and Recreation
Plan (OSRP) are
implemented and that the
plan is updated as needed
for resubmission in 2021.

Actions
1. Create a permanent Open Space and Recreation
Committee that will: monitor and facilitate the
implementation of the 2014 Action Plan; evaluate the
plan annually and revise the Seven-Year Action Plan
accordingly; consider unanticipated open space and
recreation issues and make recommendations for action;
update the 2014 plan with a view to a submission of a
revised plan in 2021 and establish a budget as needed.

Priority/Schedule Funding
Volunteer
HIGH
Immediately
and/or Staff
Time

Responsibility
OSRPC
BOS

GOAL 2: Protect Land
Significant to Drinking
Water Protection,
Wildlife Habitat and
Natural Resource
Protection.

1. Identify the high- priority parcels which are not currently
protected for potential acquisition or protection by other
means.

HIGH
Year 1

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

OSRC
ConCom

HIGH
Year 2 - 7

CPA; DCSG;
MET

OSRC
ConCom

Candidates include: unprotected parcels within the Round
Pond and Gravelly Pond watersheds; remaining
unprotected woodlands north of Route 128; parcels that
would link existing parcels in order to create greenway
corridors including Wyman Hill, Great Hill and Owl’s
Nest Nature Preserve; and the Eaglehead Wildlife Study
Area.
Consideration should be given to those areas identified in
the BioMap2, created by the Massachusetts Natural
Heritage and Endangered Species Program. The BioMap2
project includes a report for the town of Manchester
which should be consulted when identifying high-priority
parcels. (See Appendix F.)
2. Initiate steps to acquire or protect those high-priority
parcels identified in Action #1, above.
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Goals and Objectives

GOAL 3: Manage
existing town-owned or
town-managed open
space parcels for the
purposes of safe and
enjoyable public access
and the protection of
natural resources and
wildlife habitat.

Seven-Year Action Plan
Actions
3. Create and maintain an ongoing inventory of parcels that
need additional protection through acquisitions,
dedications or conservation restrictions. These include
parcels that are important for water supply protection,
wildlife habitat and natural resource protection. Reassess
and update the inventory annually and apply it to
Manchester’s online mapping utility.

Priority/Schedule
HIGH
Year 1 – 7
(ongoing)

Funding
Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time and
Town budget
for mapping
services

Responsibility
OSRC
ConCom

4. Create a Regional Water Resources Group for the
purposes of protecting water supplies across
municipalities. Ideally, this would include Manchester,
Wenham, Hamilton, Essex and Gloucester. The group
would examine land use within the watersheds that extend
across these municipalities and identify areas that may
need additional protection.
5. Install permanent survey monuments demarcating the
400-foot radius around the Lincoln Street well.

MEDIUM
Year 2 - 7

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

OSRC
BOS
ConCom
DPW
LLTs

MEDIUM
Year 3

CPA

OSRC
DPW

6. Support the donation or acquisition of land from the
Donovan parcel for watershed protection and passive
recreation.

HIGH
Year 1-2

CPA

OSRC
ConCom

1. Identify all town-owned or town-managed open space
parcels that would benefit from: maintenance of existing
trails; creation of new trails; clean-up of trash and
garbage; new or improved signage; and management of
trees and vegetation. Consider each for possible ADA
improvements.

MEDIUM
Year 1

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

OSRC
ConCom
DPW
ADA
Committee

Management of trees and vegetation would include
identification and removal of invasive species; removal of
dead or dying trees that pose a threat to the public; and
restoration of degraded areas.
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Goals and Objectives

GOAL 4: Promote
awareness, enjoyment
and stewardship of
Manchester’s open space
parcels and natural
resources through
outreach and education.

Seven-Year Action Plan
Actions
2. Prioritize those parcels identified in Action #1 above and
create management plans for those identified as high
priorities. In addition to maintenance and improvement
activities, the management plans should clearly define the
appropriate uses for existing trails and parcels in order to
avoid conflict between user groups and to protect
sensitive natural resources. The plans should also include
estimate budgets and identification of funding resources.

Priority/Schedule Funding
MRTP;
MEDIUM
Year 2-5
CATS

Responsibility
OSRC
ConCom

3. Work with local land trust and conservation organizations
such as the Manchester Essex Conservation Trust
(MECT), the Essex County Greenbelt Association and
The Trustees of Reservations in those areas that have
multiple owners. The Wilderness Conservation Area and
West Manchester Woods are examples of interlocking
trust lands that should be managed cooperatively.

HIGH
Start in
Year 1 and then
ongoing

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

OSRC
ConCom
LLTs

1. Create an Open Space and Recreation webpage where the
public could access information about existing parcels
that are open to the public (both town-owned and other)
including parcel descriptions, trail maps, and use.

MEDIUM
Year 1 and then
ongoing

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

OSRC
ConCom

2. Create trail maps of existing town-owned open space
parcels in both paper and electronic form (GIS) for use by
the public. Coordinate volunteer efforts to help map the
parcels (e.g., Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Cape Ann Trail
Stewards).

LOW
Year 1 and then
ongoing

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

OSRC
ConCom

3. Plan and hold events which would enhance and promote
town-owned open space. Events could include trail
cleanup days; removal of invasive species; coordinated
“theme” walks; etc. Partner with local organizations such
as Mass Audubon, MECT, Cape Ann Trails Stewards,
local school groups and others.

MEDIUM
Start in
Year 1; then
ongoing

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

OSRC
ConCom
LLTs
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Goals and Objectives

GOAL 5: Identify the
town’s recreational needs
and create actions plans
to address those needs.

Seven-Year Action Plan
Actions
4. Promote awareness and recognition of the state BioMap2
and what it means to biodiversity and how this relates to
Manchester’s open space parcels. BioMap2 was created
by the Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered
Species Program and includes a report for the town of
Manchester. (See Appendix F.)

Priority/Schedule Funding
Volunteer
MEDIUM
Year 1 - 7
and/or Staff
Time

Responsibility
OSRC

5. Initiate an outreach program to local school and youth
groups to encourage environmental education and an
appreciation of Manchester’s natural resources.

MEDIUM
Start in
Year 1; then
ongoing

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

OSRC
PRD/PRC

1. Create an inventory of all existing town-owned
recreational areas including playing fields, parks and
beaches. Assess each one for frequency of use, condition,
need for improvement or management, ADA compliance,
etc.
2. Prioritize those recreational parcels that will need
improvement or repairs over the next seven years (e.g.,
parking lot and flooding issues at Sweeney Park).
Create and initiate plans for improvements for priority
parcels.
3. Support the creation of playing fields in the town. Help
find funding sources through grants and private donations
that would supplement CPA funding.

HIGH
Start in
Year 1; then
ongoing

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

PRD/PRC

HIGH
Year 1

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

PRD/PRC
DPW

MEDIUM
Year 1-3

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

DFASC
PRD/PRC

4. Continue to explore and implement ways to make
Manchester more bicycle and pedestrian friendly
including working with the Police, the DPW, the BOS,
and the MERSD administration through a combination of
infrastructure improvements, safety training, and
community involvement.

HIGH
Start in
Year 1; then
ongoing

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

BPC
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Goals and Objectives

GOAL 6: Promote the
use and improvement of
the town-owned
waterfront resources for
the purposes of waterrelated activities.

Seven-Year Action Plan
Actions
5. Help implement Safe Routes to School project at
Memorial School, which includes sidewalks along
Summer and Lincoln streets, sidewalks and crosswalks to
the school entrance, signage and lights and other
improvements.
6. Create a project plan for improvements to three
downtown intersections at Washington/Beach;
School/Central; and Pine/Union/Bennett and including a
conceptual design and source of funding. Communicate
the plan to the community and solicit feedback to modify
the plan. Participate in engineering design for the project.
7. Obtain funding for the project developed in Action #6.

8. Develop an interactive website that shows points of
interest, parking, walking and biking routes, bike stores,
and perhaps restaurants and stores, with an additional
reporting feature.
9. Map in-town walking paths within Manchester (e.g., from
train station and parking lots to Singing Beach and other
locations)
10. Catalog town infrastructure improvements needed for
safer biking and walking to include sidewalks,
crosswalks, signage, speed limits and bike lanes.
1. Create an inventory of all existing town-owned docks and
piers that are accessible to the public. Assess each for
frequency of use; condition, need for improvement or
management, ADA compliance, etc.
2. Create a plan for enhancing Manchester’s public
waterfront use and access.
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Priority/Schedule Funding
Volunteer
HIGH
Year 1
and/or Staff
Time
(funding in
place)
Volunteer
HIGH
Year 1 - 2
and/or Staff
Time

HIGH
Year 3-5

MEDIUM
Year 2

LOW
Year 5 - 7
MEDIUM
Year 5 - 7
HIGH
Year 1 - 3

HIGH
Year 2
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Responsibility
State DOT
BOS
DPW
BPC
DIP
BOS
BPC

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time to
investigate
grants
Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

DIP
BOS
BPC

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time
Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time
Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

BPC

HM
HAC
ADA

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

HM
HAC
ADA

BPC

BPC

Goals and Objectives

GOAL 7: Continue to
advocate for accessibility
by ensuring that town
officials, boards and
committees are aware of
ADA requirements and
that ADA considerations
are incorporated into
town projects.

Seven-Year Action Plan
Actions
3. Improve launch facilities behind town hall, including
gridding of the mooring field to improve safe water
navigation in and out of the harbor.

Priority/Schedule Funding
MEDIUM
Appropriate
Year 5-6
grant?

4. Expand Reed Park floats to create transient dockage for
which the town can charge a fee.

LOW
Year 5

Appropriate
grant?

5. Construct a small boat launching facility at Tuck’s Point.

LOW
Year 6-7
HIGH
Year 1

Appropriate
grant?
Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

2. Initiate steps to implement and monitor those items that
are identified as high priority as specified in the plan
developed for Action #1, above.
3. Enhance and maintain the existing ADA Advisory
Committee webpage to include information (and links)
regarding new and/or updated regulations in order to keep
town employees, boards and committees informed of
these changes.
4. Participate in research, planning and monitoring for Phase
II of the Downtown Improvement Project (DIP) to
guarantee that all routes meet Mass. accessibility
standards.

HIGH
Year 2 - 5

Look for
appropriate
grants
Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

ADA

HIGH
Year 3 – 5

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

ADA

5. Reassess all town-owned recreational sites to ensure that
accessibility is being maintained and identify where it is
lacking.

MEDIUM
Year 6 – 7

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

ADA

6. Continue annual Access Awards to honor town
businesses who create accessible “approach – enter –
exit” opportunities for residents.

HIGH
Start in
Year 2; then
ongoing

Volunteer
and/or Staff
Time

ADA

1. Update the ADA Transition Plan to identify all townowned areas where accessibility could be achieved in
order to allow all residents the use of the area.
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Year 1; then
ongoing
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Responsibility
HM
HAC
ADA

ADA

ADA
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Section 10:

REFERENCES

The following documents are available in the Manchester-by-the-Sea Conservation Commission office
at Town Hall or online as noted.
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, http://www.mass.gov/eea
 Dept of Conservation and Recreation (http://www.mass.gov/dcr
 Dept of Fish and Game (http://www.mass.gov/dfg
 Dept of Environmental Protection (http://www.mass.gov/dep
 Dept of Agricultural Resources (http://www.mass.gov/agr
Hydrologic Study: Millets Brook and Sawmill Brook Watersheds; prepared for Manchester-by-the-Sea
Conservation Commission by Metcalf & Eddy | AECOM; February 2008.
Massachusetts Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan: (SCORP), 2012
(www.mass.gov/eea/docs/eea/dcs/scorp-2012-final.pdf)
MetroFuture Goals, Objectives, & Strategies, Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC), 2008:
 http://www.mapc.org/sites/default/files/MetroFuture_Goals_and_Objectives_1_Dec_2008.pdf
 http://www.mapc.org/sites/default/files/MetroFuture_Implementation_Strategies_outline.pdf
Report on Biological Survey and Management Recommendations for Dexter Pond, Manchester-by-theSea; prepared by Gerald N. Smith, President/Aquatic Biologist of Aquatic Control Technology, Inc.;
November 27, 2000.
The Open Space Planner’s Workbook, Massachusetts Division of Conservation Services, revised
March 2008
A Survey of the Plant Communities and the Streambed of Sawmill Brook in Manchester-by-the-Sea,
Massachusetts; prepared by Erika Sonder and David A. Ryan; May 1999.
Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea Species and Habitat Registry (part of the Biodiversity Days Initiative
June 9 – 11, 2000); Sponsored by the Manchester-by-the-Sea Conservation Commission and the
Manchester-Essex Conservation Trust; 2000.
Vascular Plan Survey of The Manchester-Essex Wilderness Conservation Area; prepared by Erika
Sonder, M.S., for the Manchester-Essex Conservation Trust; 2005.
Wastewater Needs Assessment—Manchester-by-the-Sea, Massachusetts; Prepared for Town of
Manchester-by-the-Sea; Prepared by: Earth Tech, Inc; October 2003.
Water Resources Protection Plan—Manchester, Massachusetts; Prepared for Town of Manchester
Water Resource Protection Committee; Prepared by Horsley Witten Hegemann, Inc.; June 1990.
Wilderness Conservation Area Management Plan; prepared for the Manchester-Essex Conservation
Trust; July 2013
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